4.1 Current systems and future scenarios
for food production activities

4.1.1 Introduction
Food systems consist of the following subsequent activities: production, processing, packaging and distributing,
retailing and consumption. This paper describes the key
DVSSFOUGPPEQSPEVDUJPOBDUJWJUJFTJOUIF&VSPQFBO6OJPO 
the main drivers with respect to evolution of those systems in the coming decades and finishes off with an initial
outlook on how those systems might evolve under different scenarios. The latter is crucial to identify a research
agenda taking into account uncertainties with respect
to drivers and factors which are largely exogenous to
the food production part of the system.
Three questions have been identified in the course of
UIFQSPDFTTPGUIF&4'$045'PSXBSE-PPLUIBUGSBNF
the analysis and outlook of food production systems:
r 8JMMUIFSFCFTVCTUBOUJBMDIBOHFTJOBHSJDVMUVSBM
resource use in Europe as a consequence of intensified production systems and policies on energy
security/diversity?
r 8JMMDIBOHFTJOHMPCBMGPPENBSLFUT SFTVMUJOHFHGSPN
JOEVTUSJBMJTBUJPOJO$IJOB *OEJBBOE4PVUI"NFSJDB 
FOFSHZTFDVSJUZQPMJDJFTJOUIF64" BOEDMJNBUF
DIBOHFJOTVC4BIBSBO"GSJDB SFTVMUJODIBOHFE
production systems in Europe?
r 8JMM OFX UFDIOPMPHJFT CF BEPQUFE JO &VSPQF PS
FMTFXIFSFUIBUSFTVMUJOiCFTUuNFUIPETPGGPPEQSPduction, enhance environmental management and
healthy foods?
*OUIFGPMMPXJOHTFDUJPOTUIFTFRVFTUJPOTBSFOPU
BEESFTTFEPOFCZPOF*OTUFBE XFQSPWJEFJOGPSNBUJPO
about present systems that forms a basis for answers
to the three questions. The information is structured
according to the three questions, but the information
provided allows analysis of a broader set of questions.
We preferred this set-up as there is overlap in information needed to answer the three questions, and we also
think the selection of the three questions is somewhat
subjective and arbitrary. We hope the information provided in this paper is somewhat robust and useful also for
BEESFTTJOHTMJHIUMZEJGGFSFOURVFTUJPOT*O4FDUJPO
we make a start in trying to address the questions, though
answering them is beyond the scope of this paper and
would be speculative by definition, given the uncertainties surrounding the exogenous drivers.
The paper starts with a short account of the methodology followed to describe current production
systems in Europe. Section 4.1.3 presents empirical
and experimental information about key attributes and
indicators of agricultural production systems which are
necessary to address the three questions listed above.
Section 4.1.4 provides an overview of important drivers
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which are largely exogenous to agricultural production
systems, but affect their evolution in the decades to
come. Section 4.1.5 makes an initial attempt to relate
the information on agricultural production provided in
Section 4.1.3 to the drivers presented in Section 4.1.4,
using the three questions. Section 4.1.6 presents possible implications, from a production perspective, of four
scenarios which have been developed in the ESF/COST
'PSXBSE-PPLBOEXIJDIVOEFSQJOUIFQSPDFTT UPDPNF
to a robust research agenda, of which a first version is
presented in the final Section 4.1.7.

4.1.2 Methodology for describing
and analysing food production
systems in the European Union
4.1.2.1 Indicators
5IFBOBMZTJTPGUIFUISFFRVFTUJPOTMJTUFEJOUIF*OUSPduction, or related questions, requires information on a
range of characteristics of agricultural systems. For this
QVSQPTFXFXJMMVTFTPDBMMFEiJOEJDBUPSTuPGBHSJDVMUVSBM
systems, of their sustainability and their contribution
UPTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUBUMBSHF*OEJDBUPSTBSF
EFàOFEBTiQBSBNFUFST PSWBMVFTEFSJWFEGSPNQBSBNeters, which provide information about the state of a
phenomenon/environment/area with significance extending beyond that directly associated with a parameter
WBMVFu 0&$%  *OEJDBUPSTDBOCFVTFEUPIFMQ
monitor and assess policies and programmes (including
3% BOEUPQSPWJEFDPOUFYUVBMJOGPSNBUJPO UPJEFOUJGZ
new agri-environmental issues, to assist in targeting
programmes addressing such issues and to understand
linkages between agricultural systems and other ecoOPNJDTFDUPSTBOEFDPTZTUFNT BGUFS&$  
For the analysis of the three questions above, in the
light of the purpose of this Outlook exercise, we need
indicators reflecting the economic, environmental and
social aspects of sustainability of agricultural production systems and of the contributions of such systems
to sustainable development of society at large. We propose that only this broad perspective allows a sufficient
holistic analysis of the three questions and, importantly,
provides flexibility as to the questions to be addressed.
The analysis keeps relevance (i.e., the indicators can still
be used) when the precise questions at stake change.
*OEJDBUPSTSFáFDUJOHUIFTUBUVTBOEQFSGPSNBODFPG
agricultural systems and their relationship with the environment are increasingly used in the policy domain and
BHSPJOEVTUSJFT"OBMZTFTVTJOHFTUBCMJTIFEJOEJDBUPST
XJMMCFOFàUGSPNiSFDPHOJUJPOuBOEiBDPNNPOHSPVOEu
For us this was a reason to make use of existing indica-

tors, if possible and relevant, in particular those of the
European Commission and the recently-established
list of agri-environmental indicators by the European
&OWJSPONFOUBM"HFODZ &&"  0CWJPVTMZ UIFTFMJTUT
of indicators were developed for a particular purpose,
XJUIMJNJUBUJPOTGPSPVSBJN*OQBSUJDVMBS XFBSHVFUIBU
the degree of agronomic detail in the indicators, allowing
analysis of agricultural management and resource-use
efficiency, is inadequate. We have therefore extended
our analysis to include indicators reflecting resource-use
efficiency and identification of limitations and shortcomings of current production systems and technologies.
These indicators also provide a handle to identify new
systems and technologies in the ESF/COST Forward
-PPLQIBTF
5IF&&"MJTUFEDSJUFSJBVTFEUPFWBMVBUFUIFVTFGVMness of individual indicators. These criteria include:
political relevance, responsiveness to actions, analytical soundness, data availability and measurability, ease
of interpretation and cost effectiveness in relation to
JOGPSNBUJPOEFSJWFEGSPNUIFJOEJDBUPS &&"  
*OPVSBTTFTTNFOUPGUIFQFSGPSNBODFPGBHSJDVMUVSBM
systems and how this evolves, we need to consider some
(indicators for) external factors that are subject to change
and may affect agricultural systems, especially those
reflecting economic growth, technological development,
climate change, energy prices, international agreements
and policy development.

4.1.2.2 Spatial and temporal detail
*OEJDBUPSTVTFEGPSQPMJDZFWBMVBUJPO FYQPTU PSBTTFTTNFOU FYBOUF JOUIF&VSPQFBO6OJPOHFOFSBMMZVTFB
TQBUJBMEFUBJMBU/654 BENJOJTUSBUJWF MFWFMPSBUNFNCFS
TUBUFMFWFM*OEJDBUPSTEFSJWFEGSPNUIFTPDBMMFE'BSN
"DDPVOUBODZ%BUB/FUXPSL '"%/ PG%("HSJDVMUVSF
can be presented only at a slightly coarser scale, i.e.
)"3. MFWFM  XIJDI JT B MFWFM CFUXFFO /654 BOE
/6541BO&6JOGPSNBUJPOPOBHSJDVMUVSBMNBOBHFment is scarce and will not allow greater spatial detail
UIBO)"3.SFHJPOTGPSUXPSFBTPOT  EBUBNBZOPU
CFBWBJMBCMFBOE  JGBWBJMBCMF EJTDMPTVSFSVMFTEPOPU
allow their presentation. For the purpose of this paper,
we however need some more location- and case-specific
information on agricultural production options. We therefore provide indicators at three different spatial levels:
 NFNCFSTUBUFMFWFM  /654MFWFMXJUIJO&6
(3) examples of specific location production systems
reflecting the different biophysical and socioeconomic
DPOEJUJPOTJOUIF&6*GQPTTJCMF XFVTFTPDBMMFEFYJTUing typologies, such that specific examples have some
statistical representation. Typologies for farms are based
POUIPTFEFWFMPQFEXJUIJOUIF&6QSPKFDU4&".-&44
7BO*UUFSTVNFUBM  

Data availability allows a fairly complete picture for
UIFGPSNFS&6 CVUMFTTGPSUIFDPVOUSJFTXIJDI
KPJOFEUIF&$JOBOEFWFOMFTTTPGPS#VMHBSJBBOE
3PNBOJBXIJDIFOUFSFEUIF&6JO*OUIJTQBQFS 
&6SFGFSTUPNFNCFSTUBUFTPGUIF&6VOUJM
&6UPUIFUFOOFXNFNCFSTUBUFTBTQFS*OB
GFXDBTFTEBUBPG/PSXBZBOE4XJU[FSMBOEBSFQBSUPG
UIFBOBMZTJT*OTPNFJOTUBODFTXFDMVTUFS&VSPQFBO
DPVOUSJFTGPMMPXJOHUIF[POBUJPOVTFECZ0MFTFOBOE
#JOEJ   'JHVSF 
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Figure 4.1."HSJDVMUVSBMSFHJPOTJO&VSPQF'PSOBNFT TFF5BCMF
GPSDPVOUSJFTTFF"QQFOEJY 4PVSDF0MFTFOBOE#JOEJ 

*O4FDUJPOJOEJDBUPSTBSFQSFTFOUFE NBJOMZ
to reflect the current situation, implying indicators with
the most recently available information (generally dated
PSPMEFS 8IFSFWFSVTFGVMBOEBWBJMBCMF XF
also provide some information on trends, and an indication of what may be achieved with already available
iPOUIFTIFMGu LOPXMFEHF TZTUFNT UFDIOPMPHJFTBOE
information which is currently not in widespread use. The
indicators relate to the three questions, as presented in
5BCMF OFYUQBHF *O4FDUJPOXFUSZUPUFOUBUJWFMZ
answer the three questions.

4.1.2.3 Comprehensiveness
*UJTCZOPNFBOTQPTTJCMFUPQSPWJEFBGVMMQJDUVSFPGUIF
&6TBHSJDVMUVSBMTZTUFNTGPSUXPSFBTPOT  JOGPSNBUJPO
JTMBSHFMZMBDLJOH  UIFQBQFSXPVMECFDPNFBCVMLZ
report with lots of information and cumbersome analysis. The choice of indicators and information presented
reflects the information available and includes subjectivity of the authors to get to an analysis, and a basis for
BOPVUMPPLPG&6TBHSJDVMUVSBMTZTUFNT
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Table 4.1.3FMBUJPOCFUXFFOJOEJDBUPSTQSFTFOUFEJO4FDUJPO
and the three questions related to future food production

Specialised
livestock
Specialised
cropping

2VFTUJPO 2VFTUJPO 2VFTUJPO

Non-specialised

×

Resource use (per ha)
rMBOE
rFOFSHZ
rOVUSJFOUT
rXBUFS

×

Change 1990-2000
> 15% decrease
> 15% increase
Non EU-15
NUTS region (*)

Resource-use
efﬁciency
(per kg or € product)

×

Intensity of
production
rPVUQVUJOUFOTJUZ
rJOQVUJOUFOTJUZ

×

×

Yield gap

×

×

(*) NUTS 2: AT, BE, DE, GR,
IT, LU, NL, PT & UK.
NUTS 3: DK, FI, FR, IE,
ES & SE.

×

Competitiveness
rGBSNTUSVDUVSF
rMBCPVSQSPEVDUJWJUZ
rDPTUQSJDF

×

Climate change
rDMJNBUFDIBOHF
rBEBQUBCJMJUZ

×

NUTS = Nomenclature of
territorial units for statistics.
© EuroGeographics
Association for the
administrative boundaries.

×

Figure 4.23FHJPOBMEJTUSJCVUJPOPGEPNJOBOUGBSNUZQFTCZ
TQFDJBMJTBUJPOBOEUIFUSFOEi/POTQFDJBMJTFEu
includes non-specialised livestock, non-specialised cropping and
OPOTQFDJBMJTFEDSPQQJOHMJWFTUPDL*OGPSNBUJPOPOUSFOETJOUIF
SFHJPOTPG'JOMBOE 4XFEFO "VTUSJBBOE(FSNBOZJTOPUBWBJMBCMF
4PVSDF&&" &VSPTUBU

×

Use of GM crops

Table 4.2.-BOEVTFBOEPVUQVUQFSSFHJPOJO&VSPQFCBTFEPO&6TUBUJTUJDTUJMM'PSDPVOUSZMFWFMEBUB TFF"QQFOEJY
6""6UJMJTFE"HSJDVMUVSBM"SFB 4PVSDF&VSPTUBU 
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8.9
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5 804

1.7

1 779



5.7



3 464

7.1

953

473

0.7

474
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100.0

1 916

4.4

10.5

0.7

1.0

3.4

1.6
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4.6
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$ZQSVT #VMHBSJB 3PNBOJBEBUB2 3 to 4 year average — 3 some countries: no data
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4.1.3 Current agricultural
production systems in the EU




4.1.3.1 Initial characterisation
of agricultural production in the EU

million t



5BCMFQSPWJEFTTPNFWBMVFTPGUIFSFHJPOBMEJTUSJbution of agriculture, in terms of area and output. Of the
BHSJDVMUVSBMBSFBJTJOVTFGPSBSBCMFGBSNJOH 
GPSQFSNBOFOUHSBTTMBOEBOEGPSQFSFOOJBMT4PNF
spatial differentiation between arable and livestock farmJOHDBOCFPCTFSWFEJOUIF&6 'JHVSF %PNJOBOU
DSPQTBSFXIFBU CBSMFZ NBJ[F QPUBUPBOETVHBSCFFU
5BCMF )PSUJDVMUVSFVOEFSHMBTTBNPVOUTUPLIB
&6 PGXIJDI4QBJO *UBMZBOEUIF/FUIFSMBOETUBLF
LIB -&*  &WJEFOUMZ BHSJDVMUVSFJTBWFSZ
JNQPSUBOUTFDUPSJOUIF&6 QPMJDZXJTF"OBOOVBMCJMMJPOé DBPGUIFCVEHFUPGUIF&6 BSFTQFOUPO
BHSJDVMUVSBMQPMJDJFTJOBEEJUJPO QBSUPGUIFCJMMJPOé
for rural development is used directly or indirectly for
UIFBHSJDVMUVSBMTFDUPS1BSUMZEVFUPEFDSFBTFTJOQSJDF
subsidies, production of cereals now almost matches
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million t

5IF&6VTFTPGJUTNJMMJPOIBGPSBHSJDVMUVSF 
XIJDIBNPVOUTUP 5BCMF 0OUIJTBSFBCJMMJPOéHSPTTWBMVFJTQSPEVDFE5IF&6DPVOUTDMPTFUP
NJMMJPOGBSNT DBPGUIFUPUBMFNQMPZNFOU WBSZJOH
GSPNJOUIF6,UPJO-JUIVBOJB #VMHBSJBBOE
3PNBOJBBEEBOPUIFSDBNJMMJPOGBSNT'PSUIF&6
UIFHSPTTQSPEVDUJPOQFSGBSNJTDBLé5IF&6
was already the largest exporting trade block globally
XJUISFTQFDUUPBHSJDVMUVSBMQSPEVDUT  UBLJOHDB
PGUIFHMPCBMBHSJDVMUVSBMFYQPSUTUIF&6BEEFE
BOPUIFSDBUPUIJTTIBSF5IF&6JTBMTPUIFMBSHFTU
JNQPSUFSPGBHSJDVMUVSBMHPPET UIF&6UBLFTPG
the global imports). The share of agricultural production
JO(%1JT

190

 F  F

e) = estimated value
Source: Eurostat

gross indigenous production

total domestic use

Figure 4.3.1SPEVDUJPOBOEEPNFTUJDVTFPGDFSFBMT FYDMVEJOHSJDF 
JOUIF&6  UPQ BOEPGNFBUJOUIF&6 
 CPUUPN  4PVSDF&VSPTUBU

UPUBMVTFJOUIF&6GPSNFBU QSPEVDUJPOJTTUJMMNVDI
higher than internal consumption (Figure 4.3).
"HSJDVMUVSFJTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIBSBOHFPGFOWJSPONFOUBM
externalities, including water use and water pollution with
nutrients and pesticides, soil degradation, greenhouse
gas emissions, air quality and effects on landscape quality and biodiversity.

Table 4.3."SFBVOEFSBSBCMFDSPQT IB CZDSPQ 
'PSDPVOUSZMFWFMEBUB TFF"QQFOEJY 4PVSDF&VSPTUBU &VSPTUBU B&VSPTUBU D

Region

Wheat

Rye

Barley

Oats

Corn

Potatoes

Sugar
beet

Silage
maize



51





0

58

78

5



4

1 189



0

160

184

117

Western

9 371

691

4 403

416





1 059



Mediterranian



133

3 580







361

471

1

Nordic

2

British Isles

3
4
5

Alpine, Austria



46

191

30

179



45

76

6

North Eastern

3 543



1 707

604

647

773

398

598

7

South Eastern

4 541

77

1 100
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89

194

8
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597

107

559

141

1

138

37

17

EU-27









10 116





4 751

%BUBGPSPBUT&TUPOJB 6,BOE$ZQSVTQPUBUPFT'SBODFBOE$ZQSVTTVHBSCFFU-BUWJBBSFGSPNQSFWJPVTZFBS
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4.1.3.2 Analysis of agricultural production
systems in the EU
(a) Resource use and resource-use efﬁciency
of agricultural production
Land
"HSJDVMUVSFVTFTNPSFUIBOPGUIFMBOEBSFBBOEJT
UIFQSJNFVTFSPGMBOE 5BCMF *OUFSNTPGMBOEVTF 
arable crops and permanent grassland are the dominant
UZQFTPGBHSJDVMUVSF"OBMZTJOHMBOEVTFFGàDJFODZJT
equivalent to assessing productivity (yields per hectare).
Figure 4.4 and Table 4.4 show the dramatic increase in
BHSJDVMUVSBMQSPEVDUJWJUZGPSTFWFSBMDSPQTOPUFUIBUZJFMET
in Figure 4.4a are expressed on a fresh weight basis,
which gives the impression that yields of cereals, having
a high dry matter content, have increased relatively little.
)PXFWFS FYQSFTTFEPOBESZNBUUFSCBTJTUIJTXPVME
not be the case. Figure 4.4b shows that increases vary
TVCTUBOUJBMMZBDSPTTDPVOUSJFT*O'JHVSFXIFBUZJFMET
are used as an indicator for productivity of arable farm-

ing. Evidently there is an enormous variation across the
&6JOUFSNTPGMBOEQSPEVDUJWJUZ5IFIJHIFTUQSPEVDUJWJUZ
JTGPVOEJO/8&VSPQFBOEUIFMPXFTUJO.FEJUFSSBOFBO
SFHJPOT7BSJBUJPOJTBMTPIJHIXJUIJOSFMBUJWFMZIPNPHFOFous biophysical conditions. For example, yield variation
BDSPTTEJGGFSFOUGBSNTJO/&*UBMZXBT(+QFS
IBPGSBQFBOE(+QFSIBGPSTVOáPXFS 7FOUVSJ
BOE7FOUVSJ  5BCMFQSPWJEFTBOPWFSWJFXPG
QSPEVDUJWJUZPGXIFBUBOENJMLBDSPTTUIF&6.JML
productivity seems to vary less than wheat productivity,
but it is likely that when milk productivity is expressed on
a hectare basis, the variation would be quite similar.
Intensity of agriculture
*OUFOTJUZPGGBSNJOHDBOCFFYQSFTTFEJOUIFBNPVOUPG
inputs per hectare or the amount of output per hectare.
The two indicators do not lead to the same conclusions
with respect to intensity of a region, though relationships
BSFFWJEFOU DPNQBSF'JHVSFTBOE )JHIPVUQVU
intensities are associated with high fertiliser and crop
protection use, low share of fallow, high stocking density
and high milk yields per livestock unit (Tables 4.6 and 4.7).
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Figure 4.4a.0CTFSWFE '"0   B ZJFMETBOE C SFMBUJWFZJFME
DIBOHFTGPSTFMFDUFEDSPQTJO&6 /PSXBZBOE4XJU[FSMBOE
4PVSDF&XFSUFUBM  
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relative yield changes of wheat in selected countries in Europe
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Table 4.4.-BOEVTFBOETFMFDUFEZJFMETUBUJTUJDTGPSNBKPS&VSPQFBODSPQT3BUFTPGZJFMEDIBOHFBSFJOUIB-1 yr -1 4PVSDF&XFSUFUBM 

Crop

ha (×10 6)
Cereals (all)

Yield average (t ha –1)

Harvested area

% of arable
area

Rate of yield
changea
(t ha –1 year –1)

Relative yield
changeb (%)

1.6

1961-1970

1991-2000





0.88

37.8

51

Wheat

18





5.54



1.74

Barley

10.7

15





0.47

1.06

1.9

3







0.84


Oats
Rye





n.a.

4.17

0.96 c

Triticale

1.0

1

n.a.

4.87

1.45 d



Maize



6

3.19



1.69

1.89

Potatoes

1.3



19.65



4.4

134
1.1

Sugar beets

1.9

3

36.53

55.31

6.43

Rapeseed

3.0

4





0.34

1.1

Sun ower

1.9

3

1.17

1.54

0.18

0.9

45.9

53

–

–

–

Sum/average

Scientific name of selected crops are Trilicum aeslivum (wheat),
Hordeum vulgare (harley), Avelia Saliva (oats), Secak cereak (rye),
X Trilicosecale (triticale), Zea mays NBJ[F Solanum tuberosum
(potatoes), Bera vulgaris (sugar beets), Brassica napus (rapeseed),
Helianthus annuus (sunflower). n.a.: not available.

a$BMDVMBUFEGSPNNFBTVSFEZJFMETCFUXFFOBOE
b$BMDVMBUFEGSPNFTUJNBUFEZJFMETGPSBOE

Figure 4.5.8IFBUZJFMETJO&6JO CBTFEPO&VSPTUBU
4PVSDF&XFSUFUBM 

TFF&RT<>BOE<> 

c#BTFEPOBWBJMBCMFEBUBGSPNUP
d#BTFEPOBWBJMBCMFEBUBGSPNUP
e7BMVFSFGFSTUPBSFBXFJHIUFEBWFSBHF

Region

t ha-1

1.51e
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(2004-2006)
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(2004-2005)

ton per ha
per region

ton milk per
cow per year

1

Nordic



7.93

2

British Isles

8.03

6.15

3

Western

7.15

6.60

4
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5
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5.17



6

North Eastern

4.19

4.61

7

South Eastern

3.53

3.79

8

Baltic



4.45

EU-27



5.88

EU-15

5.98

6.43

Table 4.5"HSJDVMUVSBMPVUQVUJOEJGGFSFOUSFHJPOTPG&VSPQFCBTFE
PO&6TUBUJTUJDT 4PVSDF&VSPTUBU
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Table 4.6.4FMFDUFEGBSNNBOBHFNFOUJOEJDBUPSTGPSàFMEDSPQTGBSNT &6GBSNUZQPMPHZUZQFTBOE BOEGPSEJGGFSFOUDPNCJOBUJPOT
PGUIFMBOEVTFBOEJOUFOTJUZEJNFOTJPOTXJUIXIJDIUIF&6GBSNUZQPMPHZIBTCFFOFYUFOEFE6""6UJMJTFE"HSJDVMUVSBM"SFB
4PVSDF"OEFSTFOFUBM
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10

18

7 689

5 690

149

180

4

Arable/Others

16



6 308

4 543

94

90

5

Intensity and land use
Low-intensity cereals
Medium-intensity cereals
High-intensity cereals

8

7

3 343



64

30

7

41

35

6 697

5 337

113

107

6

1



7 141

5 470



180

5

Table 4.7.4FMFDUFEGBSNNBOBHFNFOUJOEJDBUPSTGPSEBJSZDBUUMFGBSNT &6GBSNUZQPMPHZUZQF BOEGPSEJGGFSFOUDPNCJOBUJPOTPGUIFMBOE
VTFBOEJOUFOTJUZEJNFOTJPOTXJUIXIJDIUIF&6GBSNUZQPMPHZIBTCFFOFYUFOEFE6""6UJMJTFE"HSJDVMUVSBM"SFB-6-JWFTUPDL6OJU
4PVSDF"OEFSTFOFUBM

Share
of UAA
(%)

Share
of farms
(%)

Stocking
density
(LU/ha)

Fertiliser
use
(Euro/ha)

Crop
protection
use (Euro/ha)

Milk
yield
(kilo/LU)

Permanent
grass/
UAA (%)

Rough
grass/
UAA (%)

100

100

1.7





6 408

45





1

0.4

13

1

3 491

40



Medium-intensity

73

64

1.3

78





46



High-intensity



36



98



6 939

44

0

Dairy cattle/
Land independent

1

3

7.7

133

63



15

1

Dairy cattle/
Permanent grass

41

37

1.6

77

14



74

5

Dairy cattle/
Temporary grass

16

15

1.4

76

19

6 483

9

1

Dairy cattle/Others



45

1.7

87

34

6 555



1

Low-intensity
permanent grassland

1

1

0.5

15

1

3 815

50

39

Medium-intensity
permanent grassland

31



1.4

74

13

5 667

74

5

High-intensity
permanent grassland

9

11



99

19

7 176

77

1

All dairy cattle farms
lntensity
Low-intensity

Land use

lntensity and land use

4PVSDF'"%/$$&%("HSJDVMUVSF"4&".-&44BEBQUBUJPO
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Intensity type
Low input

Intensity of farming

Medium input

Low-intensity

High input

High-intensity
Medium-intensity

Change 1990-2000
> 15% decrease
> 15% increase
No data
Non EU-15
HARM1 (*)
(*) HARM1 =
Regional
division,
which gives the
opportunity to
compare Farm
Structure
Survey NUTS 2
regions with
the Farm
Accountancy
Data Network
regions.

Figure 4.6.3FHJPOBMJNQPSUBODFPGMPXJOQVU NFEJVNJOQVU
GBSNJOHBOEUIFUSFOE 4PVSDF&&" '"%/ &VSPTUBU 
-&*

"USFHJPOBMMFWFMUIFSFJTBQPTJUJWFSFMBUJPOCFUXFFOUIF
intensity of farming and the number of livestock units
in a region (compare Figures 4.6 and 4.7). There are
indications that input use per hectare has decreased
somewhat since 1990, probably mostly on the intensive
farms (i.e., lower nutrient and pesticide input), which
points to increased use efficiencies of inputs.
Organic agriculture is a specific form of extensive
BHSJDVMUVSF*UTBSFBIBTJODSFBTFETVCTUBOUJBMMZPWFSUIF
QBTUEFDBEFJOUIF&6JUJODSFBTFEGSPNJO
UPJO UPUBMMJOHNJMMJPOIB &&" &$ 
 XIJDIJTJOSFMBUJWFUFSNTTUJMMGBJSMZTNBMM"U&6
MFWFMUIFTIBSFXBTJO"OPUIFSDBUFHPSZPG
agricultural land which is usually managed in an extenTJWFXBZJTiIJHIOBUVSFWBMVFu )/7 GBSNMBOEUIFTF
are more extensive than organic agriculture. These are
the farmland areas which contain the most biodiversity
mSJDIBSFBTPGGBSNMBOE5IFFTUJNBUFETIBSFPG)/7
GBSNMBOEJTPGUIFUPUBMBHSJDVMUVSBMBSFBJOUIF
&6 &&" &&"  
When analysing intensity levels of farming, it is relevant
to consider synergies between inputs. Figure 4.8 illustrates this principle for water and other inputs: irrigation is
much more effective (also per drop of water) when other
JOQVUMFWFMTIBWFCFFOPQUJNJTFE %F8JU  

Figure 4.7.3FHJPOTXIFSFMPXPSIJHIJOUFOTJUZ CBTFEPO
PVUQVUT GBSNTNBOBHFNPSFUIBOPGUIFBHSJDVMUVSBMBSFB UIF
highest shown if overlap) and with the remaining regions indicated
BTNFEJVNJOUFOTJUZ 4PVSDF'"%/$$&%("HSJDVMUVSF"
4&".-&44BEBQUBUJPO "OEFSTFOFUBM

Yields and water requirements of irrigated
and rainfed agriculture
Cereal production (kg/ha)
8000
7000
6000
5000

irrigated crops,
low inputs

4000
3000

rainfed crops
optimal inputs

2000

rainfed crops
low inputs

1000
0
1000

irrigated crops
high-yielding
varieties,
high inputs

2000

3000 4000 5000 6000
Water used (m3/ha)

Irrigation has the potential to provide higher yields
than rainfed agriculture but water requirements are
also much higher
Figure 4.8. Synergy between inputs: well-managed crops use
XBUFSNPSFFGàDJFOUMZ 4PVSDF'"0 
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4.1 Current systems and future scenarios
for food production activities

Energy

"QBSUGSPNHSFBUEJGGFSFODFTJOFOFSHZVTFBDSPTT
sectors, energy use and energy-use efficiency differs
between different production methods within a secUPS FH JOUFOTJWFWFSTVTFYUFOTJWFTZTUFNT5BCMF 
and within a population of farms using similar types of
TZTUFNT"TUVEZDPNQBSJOHTVHBSCFFUTZTUFNTJOUIF
6, 5[JMJWBLJTFUBM C TIPXFEUIBUEJGGFSFOUQSPEVDtion systems (differing in soil type, production intensity
and conventional versus organic) vary in energy use

EE-index (%)
100
90
80
70
60
50

2008

2010

2006

2003r

2002

2000

1998

1994

1996

1992

1988

1990

1984

1986

1980

30

2004

40

1982

*OUFSNTPGFOFSHZVTF BHSJDVMUVSFJTPOMZBTNBMMFDPOPNJDTFDUPSCPUIJO&VSPQFBOEUIF64"JUBDDPVOUTGPS
POMZDBBOE SFTQFDUJWFMZ PGUIFUPUBMFOFSHZVTF
4DIFOLFM 4DIOFQG  5IJTSFGFSTUPUIFEJSFDU
use only, and excludes consumption through fertiliser and
pesticide production (and production of machinery and
CVJMEJOH *ODMVTJPOPGUIFTFFOFSHZTPVSDFTJODSFBTFT
FOFSHZVTFCZBCPVU &&"  UIJTTUJMMEPFT
not make agriculture a prime energy consumer. Energy
VTFPGBHSJDVMUVSFJOUIF&6SBOHFTCFUXFFOBOE
PGUPUBMFOFSHZVTF 0&$% &&"  .BKPS
sources of direct energy use are the use of oil products
BOEFMFDUSJDJUZGPSIFBUJOHBOEGVFMGPSGBSNNBDIJOFSZ"T
a result of this, agricultural sectors differ a lot in energy
DPOTVNQUJPO1SPUFDUFEIPSUJDVMUVSFJODPVOUSJFTTVDI
BTUIF/FUIFSMBOETJTUIFEPNJOBOUFOFSHZVTFS GPMMPXFE
by intensive livestock sectors. Even though greenhouse
IPSUJDVMUVSFJOUIF/FUIFSMBOETVTFTKVTUBTNBMMGSBDUJPO
PGUIFUPUBMBSFB  JUBDDPVOUTGPSPGUIFEJSFDU
energy use in agriculture. Evidently, this shows the scope
for energy-saving or efficiency-increasing measures
in different agricultural sectors. Developments in, for
instance, the Dutch horticultural sector demonstrate
UIBUNVDIIBTCFFOBOEDBOCFHBJOFEEFTQJUFUIFGBDU
UIBUUIFBSFBPGIPSUJDVMUVSFVOEFSHMBTTHSFXCZJO
UIFQFSJPE UIFFOFSHZVTFEFDSFBTFECZ
 -&*  'JHVSFTIPXTBOFWFONPSFESBTUJD
increase in efficiency in the 1980s.

Figure 4.9. The Energy Efficiency (EE) index in Dutch greenhouse
IPSUJDVMUVSF DPSSFDUFEGPSUFNQFSBUVSF JOUIFQFSJPE
The EE-index is defined as the primary fuel use per unit of product,
VTJOHUIFWBMVFBT5IFTNPPUIMJOFJOEJDBUFTUIF&&
index policy targets for the EE-index.
4PVSDF-&*BOE7BOEFS,OJKGGFUBM

CFUXFFOBOE(+IB BOEBOE(+UPO
PGTVHBSCFFU(FOFSBMMZ PSHBOJDQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNTVTF
much less energy per hectare, but per ton of product
the figures of organic and conventional systems are
much closer, though organic still slightly outperforms
DPOWFOUJPOBMTZTUFNTJONPTUDBTFT #BJMFZFUBM 
5[JMJWBLJTFUBM C5[JMJWBLJTFUBM B(SPOSPPT
FUBM  5IJTJTNPTUMZEVFUPUIFGBDUUIBUPSHBOJD
systems do not use chemical fertiliser, which requires
BMPUPGFOFSHZGPSJUTNBOVGBDUVSJOH .+LH/m
5[JMJWBLJTFUBM B.FVMFUBM  
7BSJBUJPOJOFOFSHZVTF BOEFGàDJFODZ BDSPTTGBSNT
within similar systems is very high. For instance, the top

Table 4.8. Examples of energy use in different agricultural sectors and production methods

Type of farming

Unit of Energy use

Arable: rotation

(+IB

Arable: rotation

(+IB

Arable: rotation

(+UPO

Conventional

Integrated

Organic



Source
.FVMFUBM 

14.7

13.4

#BJMFZFUBM 

$B

$B

#BJMFZFUBM 

Arable: sugar beet

(+IB



19.0

Arable: sugar beet

(+UPO

0.48



Pigs

(+'1& 

Dairy-milk

(+IB

5[JMJWBLJTFUBM C
5[JMJWBLJTFUBM C

3.6

.FVMFUBM 

36.4

.FVMFUBM 

(+M

3.7

.FVMFUBM 

(+M

6.4

'1&'BUUFOJOH1JH&RVJWBMFOU
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4.4

(SPOSPPTFUBM 

Table 4.9.$SPQXBUFSQSPEVDUJWJUZ $81 CFODINBSLWBMVFTQFSVOJUPGXBUFSEFQMFUJPOBDDPSEJOHUPi'"0u %PPSFOCPTBOE,BTTBN 
 $81SBOHFTBDDPSEJOHUPUIFMJUFSBUVSFTUVEZCZ;XBSUBOE#BTUJBBOTTFO  PGUIFEBUBTFUTCZDSPQ 4PVSDF;XBSUBOE
#BTUJBBOTTFO 

Crop

Wheat
Rice
Cottonseed
Cottonlint
Maize

CWP-range
(“FAO33”
kg m –3)
0.8-1.0

CWP-range*
(this research
kg m –3)

n

0.6-1.7



Minimum

Maximum

0.11



Mean

Median

S.D.

CV

1.09



0.44

0.40

0.7-1.1

0.6-1.6

105

0.46



1.09



0.40

0.36

0.4-0.6

0.41-0.95



0.38

1.70

0.65

0.58



0.35

/PUHJWFO

0.14-0.33

66

0.10

0.37





0.064



0.8-1.6







3.99

1.80

1.60

0.69

0.39

* Defined as the 5 and 95 percentiles of the entire range.

QFSGPSNJOHGBSNTJO'MBOEFSTSFBDIFEBBOE
higher energy productivity for dairy and pig production,
SFTQFDUJWFMZ UIBOBWFSBHFGBSNT .FVMFUBM  'PS
BSBCMFGBSNJOHUIJTàHVSFXBTFWFOIJHIFS  CVU
this was partly due to differences in crop rotations, i.e.,
some crops are more energy efficient than others: winter
wheat, for example, has an output/input ratio of 14.4
WFSTVTQPUBUP )VMTCFSHFOFUBM  
*OTVNNBSZ IJTUPSJDBMUSFOETBOEWBSJBUJPOBDSPTT
farms within a sector show that energy use and energyuse efficiency have improved and can still be improved
GVSUIFS*OBCTPMVUFUFSNT UIFMBSHFTUHBJOTDBOCF
achieved in horticulture and intensive livestock systems.
)PXFWFS HJWFOUIFMBSHFOVNCFSPGBSBCMFBOEEBJSZ
farms, scope for improving energy use in these sectors
is also significant. This should be assessed jointly with
issues such as the role of agricultural systems in carbon
sequestration and biofuel production. This will be further
discussed in the Outlook part of the paper.
Water
*SSJHBUJPOJTUIFNBJOTPVSDFPGXBUFSVTFJOBHSJDVMUVSF 
and it causes agriculture to be a major user of water, i.e.,
CFUXFFOBOEPGPVSUPUBMXBUFSVTFJO/PSUIFSO
BOE4PVUIFSO&VSPQF SFTQFDUJWFMZ &&"  5BCMF
(page 36) provides the irrigable area per member state
BOESFHJPOBDSPTTUIF&6UIFJSSJHBCMFBSFBBNPVOUT
UPBOEBDSPTTUIF&6UP*OUIF&6 PG
JSSJHBUFEMBOEJTJOUIF.FEJUFSSBOFBOBSFB 'SBODF 4QBJO 
*UBMZ 1PSUVHBM (SFFDF"QQFOEJY *OUIFBDDFEJOHBOE
OFXNFNCFSTUBUFT 3PNBOJBBOE5VSLFZBSFUIFNBKPS
VTFST  5IFXBUFSVTFJOUIF&6GPSBHSJDVMUVSBM
QVSQPTFTIBTCFFOGBJSMZTUBCMF &&"  UIJTJTUIF
OFUSFTVMUPGBOJODSFBTFJOJSSJHBCMFBSFB 'SBODF (SFFDF
and Spain) and a decrease in application rates per hectare. Figures on annual water allocation rates point to
a likely reduction in water use per ha of irrigated land,
while yields have not decreased but rather increased
CFUXFFOBOE UIFNFBOXBUFSBMMPDBUJPOSBUFT

JO'SBODF (SFFDF *UBMZ 1PSUVHBMBOE4QBJOEFDSFBTFE
from 6 578 to 5 500 m3IBZFBS &&"  5IJTQPJOUT
to an increase in water-use efficiency.
;XBSUBOE#BTUJBBOTTFO  SFWJFXFEUIFSFDFOU
MJUFSBUVSF UIFQBTUZFBST BOETVNNBSJTFEUIFDSPQ
water productivity (in kg/m3), defined as the actual marketable crop yield divided by the actual seasonal crop
water consumption by evapotranspiration. Few of the
84 references are from Europe, but there is little reason
to assume that variation in Europe is much less than in
other parts of the world. Table 4.9 shows this variation
GPSXIFBU SJDF DPUUPOBOENBJ[F5IFNBJOSFBTPOTGPS
the variation in crop water productivity are climate, irrigation-water management and soil-nutrient management.
The data underpin the scope for improving water-use
efficiency through irrigation, optimising irrigation-water
management and other crop management, including
fertilisation.
Nutrients
/VUSJFOUVTFJTBOPUIFSJOEJDBUPSPGBHSJDVMUVSBMQSPEVDUJPO
and its intensity, as well an indicator for environmental effects. The amount of mineral nitrogen fertiliser
DPOTVNQUJPOJOUIF&6IBTEFDSFBTFECZDB
CFUXFFOBOE &VSPTUBU USFOETEJGGFSFETJHnificantly across countries, to some extent depending on
UIFJSMFWFMPGGFSUJMJTFSVTF*OUIF/FUIFSMBOETUIFVTFPG
GFSUJMJTFS/EFDSFBTFECZDBPWFSUIFQBTUZFBST
*ODPVOUSJFTTVDIBT*UBMZBOE1PSUVHBM GFSUJMJTFSJOQVUT
tended to increase rather than decrease. For phosphate
NJOFSBMGFSUJMJTFS DPOTVNQUJPOJOUIF&6EFDSFBTFE
CZJOUIFQFSJPE
/VUSJFOUCBMBODFTBSFBNVDICFUUFSJOEJDBUPSGPSQPTsible environmental effects than nutrient use per se.
"U&6MFWFMUIJTHSPTTOJUSPHFOCBMBODFEFDSFBTFE
GSPNUPLH/IBPWFSUP &&"  
*OUFSFTUJOHMZ UIJTEFDSFBTFJTNBJOMZEVFUPIJHIFSPVUQVUT
and not so much lower inputs – hence the nutrient-use
efficiency has increased drastically. Figure 4.10 shows
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Figure 4.10./BUJPOBMHSPTTOJUSPHFOCBMBODFT LHIB JOBOE*O#FMHJVN 'MBOEFST UIFàSTUDBMDVMBUJPOJTGPS
JO4XFEFOUIFàSTUDBMDVMBUJPOTBSFGPS5IFDPVOUSZOBNFGPMMPXFECZ &&" JOEJDBUFTCBMBODFTUIBUIBWFCFFODBMDVMBUFECZUIF&&"
POUIFCBTJTPG&6MFWFMEBUB 4PVSDF&&"

400
1989
350

y

0.02x+52.20
R 2 0.88
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300


2001
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European literature references
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Experimental farm(group)

Best Flemish dairy farms

Figure 4.11.'BSNHBUF/TVSQMVTFTJOSFMBUJPOUPQSPEVDUJPOJOUFOTJUZ%BUBPGMJUFSBUVSFSFGFSFODFT BWFSBHFPGUIF'MFNJTITQFDJBMJTFE
EBJSZGBSNTFU  QSPHSFTTJWF'MFNJTIEBJSZGBSNT BOE BOE%VUDIFYQFSJNFOUBMGBSNT #JPWFFN7FMBOE7BOMB
,PFJFOFO,BOTFO%F.BSLF"1.JOEFSIPVEIPFWF  4PVSDF/FWFOTFUBM
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(b) Environmental effects associated
to resource use and resource-use efﬁciency

the enormous variations across countries, as well as
the significant decreases in surpluses in some countries
PWFSUIFEFDBEF5IJTJTNBJOMZEVFUPMBSHF
differences in net nitrogen input through manure, which
WBSJFECFUXFFO/LHIB 4QBJO UP/LHIB UIF
/FUIFSMBOET GFSUJMJTFSSBUFTWBSJFECFUXFFO/LH
IB "VTUSJB BOE/LHIB UIF/FUIFSMBOET 0UIFS
nitrogen inputs refer to atmospheric deposition, biological nitrogen fixation and seed and planting material: this
TPVSDFSBOHFTGSPNUP/LHIB 1PSUVHBMBOEUIF
/FUIFSMBOET SFTQFDUJWFMZ 

7BSJPVTFOWJSPONFOUBMFGGFDUTXFSFJNQMJDJUMZPSFYQMJDJUMZ
covered in the previous sections, but some deserve an
explicit mention here.
Greenhouse gas emissions
The important greenhouse gases related to agriculture
BSFDBSCPOEJPYJEF OJUSPVTPYJEFBOENFUIBOF1FSUPO
of gas, nitrous oxide is 310 times more powerful in terms
PGHMPCBMXBSNJOHUIBODBSCPOEJPYJEFNFUIBOFJT
UJNFTNPSFQPXFSGVMUIBODBSCPOEJPYJEF*O UIF
share of agriculture in total greenhouse gas emissions
JOUIF&6BNPVOUFEUPUIJTXBTMPXFSUIBO
JO &&" &&" C 5IJTNBZCFBUUSJCVUFE
QBSUJDVMBSMZUPMPXFSOJUSPVTPYJEF NJOVT EVFUP
MPXFS/GFSUJMJTFSVTFBOEUPMPXFSNFUIBOFFNJTTJPOT
NJOVT EVFUPMPXFSOVNCFSPGDBUUMF UIFQSJNF
TPVSDFPGNFUIBOF3FEVDUJPOPGUIFUIJSETPVSDFPG
greenhouse gas emissions, carbon dioxide, is less sigOJàDBOUBOENBJOMZSFMBUFEUPFOFSHZVTF"HSJDVMUVSFBMTP
makes a further contribution to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions through production of bio-energy (presently
JUQSPEVDFTPGUPUBMSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZ 

7BSJBUJPOPGOVUSJFOUTVSQMVTFTBOEOVUSJFOUVTFFGàciency across farms illustrates scope for improving
OVUSJFOUVTFFGàDJFODJFT "QQFOEJY 5IFWBSJBUJPOJT
high, not only across all farm types, but also within a
farm type and within a group of so-called forerunners.
/FWFOTFUBM  SFHSFTTFEUIFGBSNHBUF/TVSpluses versus the milk production per hectare for dairy
TZTUFNTBDSPTT&VSPQF 'JHVSF DMFBSMZ GBSNHBUF
TVSQMVTFTJODSFBTFXJUINJMLQSPEVDUJPOQFSIFDUBSF"U
the same time the figure shows how, without sacrificing
production, Flemish farms have become much more
OVUSJFOUVTFFGàDJFOUCFUXFFOBOEUIJTXBT
BDIJFWFENBJOMZUISPVHISFEVDJOH/GFSUJMJTFSJOQVUBOE 
second, through reducing concentrate input (Table 4.10).
Further, data from progressive (forerunner) farms and
FYQFSJNFOUBMGBSNTTIPXUIBU/TVSQMVTFTDBOCFGVSUIFSEFDSFBTFETVCTUBOUJBMMZ/VTFFGàDJFODZ /JOGBSN
PVUQVUPWFSUPUBM/JOQVU JODSFBTFEGSPNUP
CFUXFFOBOEJOUIF'MFNJTIGBSNTBOEWBSJFTSPVHIMZCFUXFFOBOEPOGPSFSVOOFSGBSNT
in the Dutch Cows and Opportunities project (Oenema
BOE"BSUT  

Soil erosion
Soil erosion is particularly evident in arid regions in
&VSPQF TPVUIFSOBOEXFTUFSO4QBJO OPSUIFSO1PSUVHBM 
TPVUIFSO(SFFDFBOEDFOUSBM*UBMZ XIFSFMPOHESZQFSJods are followed by heavy, erosive rains falling on steep
TMPQFTXJUIGSBHJMFTPJMT &&"  BOEXIFSFTPJMDPWFS
is only partial in space or time (i.e., for important parts
PGUIFZFBSUIFMBOEJTGBMMPX *OUIFTFSFHJPOTFSPTJPO
may exceed 5 tons/ha/year.

Table 4.10. "WFSBHFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIFTQFDJBMJTFEEBJSZGBSNTJOUIF'MFNJTI'BSN"DDPVOUBODZ%BUB/FUXPSLBOEPGBTVCHSPVQ
PGQSPHSFTTJWFGBSNTXJUISFHBSEUPUIF/VTFFGàDJFODZ EBUBGPSBOE  4PVSDF/FWFOTFUBM

Topic

Unit

Progressive group
n = 18

AlI dairy farms
n = 148

Progressive group compared to all

Utilized area

ha





+ 1.9

106

Stock density

-6IB –1



3.01

– 0.09

97

Milk production

1 ha –1

9 399

9 831

m

96

Milk production

1 cow –1





– 373

94

"CTPMVUF

ha –1

3FMBUJWF 

N surplus

kg

163



– 87

65

N use efﬁciency



38.3



+ 16

174

Mineral ferlilizer use

LH/IB –1

87

139

m

63

Concentrate use

LH/IB –1

78

96

– 18

81

Share of heifers



31

34

–3

91

Yearly income

€ per labour unit

31 059



+ 3 581

113
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4.1 Current systems and future scenarios
for food production activities

Ammonia

The number of crop protection agents is very high and
moreover the active ingredients change over time. This
makes it extremely difficult to draw unambiguous conclusions about the total use of pesticides in agriculture and
UIFJSFOWJSPONFOUBMJNQBDU"NPVOUTPGBDUJWFJOHSFEJFOUT
may remain fairly constant whereas their environmental
impact may decrease substantially, due to less toxic
DPNQPOFOUT BOEWJDFWFSTB*OUIF/FUIFSMBOET BUZQJDBM
in the sense that pesticide use is relatively high in the
/FUIFSMBOET UPUBMVTFPGBDUJWFJOHSFEJFOUTPGQFTUJDJEF
EFDSFBTFECZCFUXFFOBOE -&*  
due to changes in cropping systems, new varieties, more
precise application techniques, new active ingredients
and better disease monitoring. The decrease in use of
TPJMGVNJHBUJPOBHFOUTUBLFTUIFMBSHFTUTIBSFGPSPUIFS
types of pesticides the decrease is only modest. For
a real comparison of pesticide impact in time, toxicity
of the various components to soil, water and air must
be considered and data are largely lacking to do this
properly.
Biodiversity
Biodiversity and landscape are interrelated with agriDVMUVSBMQSBDUJDFT'JHVSFQSPWJEFTBIZQPUIFUJDBM
relationship between intensity of agriculture and biodiWFSTJUZ &&"  5IJTTDIFNFQSPWJEFTSBUJPOBMFUP
QPMJUJDBMDPODFSOGPS)JHI/BUVSF7BMVF )/7 GBSNMBOE
)PXFWFS SFMBUJPOTIJQTCFUXFFOJOUFOTJUZPGBHSJDVMUVSF
and biodiversity are typically scale-dependent and must
be studied at multiple scales. This is reflected in issues
TVDIBTBO&DPMPHJDBM.BJO4USVDUVSF GPSXIJDIOPUKVTU
local biodiversity values (on agricultural land) count,
but typically the biodiversity that can be obtained at
FOUJSFTZTUFNMFWFM*OUFOTJWFTZTUFNTBSFHFOFSBMMZNPSF
productive and this requires lower areas to produce a
DFSUBJOBNPVOUPGGPPE)FODF BU&VSPQFBOMFWFMMFTT
land is needed for agriculture and more land can be
VTFEGPSOBUVSFDPOTFSWBUJPOQVSQPTFT DG3BCCJOHF
BOE7BO-BUFTUFJKO  
Farmland bird populations are assessed to have
EFDSFBTFECZDBPWFSUIFQBTUUXPEFDBEFT UIPVHI
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Intensive farmland

*OUFOTJUZPGBHSJDVMUVSF

Figure 4.12.)ZQPUIFUJDBMSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOBHSJDVMUVSBM
JOUFOTJUZBOECJPEJWFSTJUZ)/7GBSNMBOE)JHI/BUVSF7BMVF
GBSNMBOE 4PVSDF&&" BEBQUFEGSPN)PPHFWFFOFUBM
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HNV farmland
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"NNPOJBFNJTTJPOTJO&VSPQFBSFNBJOMZUIFSFTVMUPG
volatilisation from livestock urine and manure. Between
BOEUIFTFFNJTTJPOTEFDSFBTFECZ XIJDI
is likely to be caused mainly by a reduction in livestock
OVNCFST &&"  *ODPVOUSJFTXJUIIJHIMJWFTUPDL
densities and very intensive systems, such as the
/FUIFSMBOET BNNPOJBFNJTTJPOTEFDSFBTFEJOUIFTBNF
QFSJPECZDB5IJTJTUIFSFTVMUOPUPOMZPGSFEVDUJPO
in the number of animals, but particularly also of manure
application legislation and improved housing.

Figure 4.13.$PNNPOGBSNMBOECJSEUSFOEGSPNBOEJO
&6BOE&6NFNCFSTUBUFT 4PVSDF&&" m
http://dataservice.eea.europa.eu/)

they have tended to stabilise recently (Figure 4.13). This
decrease is associated with an intensification and specialisation of agricultural systems and practices with
increased external inputs (nutrient and pesticides), a
decline in habitats and less variability in landscape.
3FJETNBFUBM  SFWJFXFEUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFO
types (including intensity) of farming and ecosystem
quality (Table 4.11). Ecosystem quality is defined here
as the mean abundance of species originally present
in a natural ecosystem relative to their abundance in
undisturbed situations.

a)

Yield gap

b)

No data
0.0 - 0.2
0.2 - 0.4
0.4 - 0.5
0.5 - 0.6
0.6 - 0.7
0.7 - 0.8
0.8 - 0.9
0.9 - 1.0
> 1.0

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.14.3BUJPT
between actual and
simulated potential yield
(a, b), between actual and
simulated water-limited
yield (c, d), and between
simulated water-limited
and potential yield (e, f)
for wheat (a, c and e) and
NBJ[F C E G -PXWBMVFT
QPJOUUPBIJHIZJFMEHBQ
a value of 1 implies a
[FSPZJFMEHBQ 4PVSDF
3FJETNBBOE&XFSU 

Table 4.11.$MBTTJàDBUJPOPG BOOVBMBOEQFSNBOFOU DSPQQJOHTZTUFNT 4PVSDF3FJETNBFUBM

Class b

Ecosystem
quality

17 (37)



éIB

16 (36)



éIB

15 (35)



,,

< 80 €/ha

11 (31)



Organic

*SSJHBUJPO03

éIB

14 (34)



Intensive organic

,,

/PJSSJHBUJPO

éIB

13 (33)



Extensive organic

,,

,,

< 80 €/ha

 



Criterium Organic

Criterium
Irrigation

Irrigated

/POPSHBOJD

*SSJHBUJPO

Highly intensive

,,

/PJSSJHBUJPO

Intensive

,,

,,

Extensive

,,

Highly intensive
organic

Criterium
Intensity a

a*OUFOTJUZDPTUTPGGFSUJMJTFSBOETPJMJNQSPWFST
b

DSPQQSPUFDUJPOQSPEVDUTBOEGFFEJOHTUVGGTGPSHSB[JOHMJWFTUPDL
Classes without brackets are for cropping systems, with brackets for permanent cropping systems.
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(c) Yield gap analysis
*OUIFQSFWJPVTTFDUJPOXFIBWFQSFTFOUFEBOEBOBMZTFEUSFOET*OBGFXDBTFTXFIBWFTUBSUFEXJUIUIF
outlook, by assessing what the best farmers or forerunOFSTBMSFBEZBDIJFWF"NPSFTDJFODFESJWFOBQQSPBDI
to underpin outlooks is provided through the principles
PGQSPEVDUJPOFDPMPHZ1SPEVDUJPOFDPMPHJDBMLOPXMedge and insights allow computation of potential yield
levels, given genetic characteristics of plants/crops,
temperatures and carbon dioxide concentrations in the
atmosphere. This is under the assumption of no yield
limitation due to water and nutrients and absence of
SFEVDJOHGBDUPSTEVFUPXFFET QFTUTBOEEJTFBTFT 7BO
*UUFSTVNBOE3BCCJOHF  5IFBCTFODFPGZJFMEMJNJtations and reductions can be achieved through perfect
NBOBHFNFOU"MUIPVHIJUNBZCFEJGàDVMUPSVOFDPOPNJD
to realise such perfect management in reality, the potential yield (or water-limited in case of absence of irrigation
and assuming rain-fed agriculture) provides a benchmark for productivity of current agriculture and scope
for improvement in terms of agricultural management.
The ratio between actual and potential or water-limited
yield is defined as the yield gap (low values point to a
IJHIZJFMEHBQBWBMVFPGJNQMJFTB[FSPZJFMEHBQ BOE
provides an indication for the scope of improving land
productivity through agricultural management. The ratio
between water-limited and potential production points to
the potential gains in productivity through irrigation.
Figure 4.14 provides an example of such yield gap
BOBMZTJT GPS XIFBU BOE NBJ[F /PUF  UIBU JO TPNF
SFHJPOTUIFBDUVBMZJFMETPGNBJ[FBSFIJHIFSUIBOUIF
computed potential yields. Theoretically this is not possible, but the simulations were performed with relatively
old varieties and related crop parameters, so potential
and water-limited yields of present varieties have been
underestimated.
3FMBUJWFUPXBUFSMJNJUFEZJFMET ZJFMEHBQTPGXIFBU
BSFTNBMMGPS/8&VSPQFBOETVCTUBOUJBMGPS4DBOEJOBWJB
BOE.FEJUFSSBOFBODPVOUSJFT 'JHVSFD *UTVHHFTUT
that for wheat the potential of further improving nutrient management and crop protection is particularly
significant in Scandinavia and southern regions. The
ratio between water-limited and potential yield levels
(Figure 14e) suggests the potential of irrigation: this is
DMFBSMZWFSZTJHOJàDBOUGPS.FEJUFSSBOFBOSFHJPOT CVU
BMTPGPSTPNFSFHJPOTJO'SBODFBOE(FSNBOZ
'PSNBJ[FUIFQJDUVSFJTRVJUFEJGGFSFOU'JHVSFTC
BOEETVHHFTUUIBUNBJ[FJTPGUFOJSSJHBUFEBOEUIBUUIF
NBJ[FDSPQDPVMEGVSUIFSCFOFàUGSPNJSSJHBUJPOXIFSFJU
is currently not irrigated.
*OUIFPSZ TJNJMBSSFBTPOJOHBOEBOBMZTJTDPVMECF
BQQMJFEUPMJWFTUPDLTZTUFNT DG 7BOEF7FOFUBM  
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though in practice this is far more complicated and has
not been done so far.
For the wheat crop, similar conclusions were drawn
CZ3BCCJOHFBOE7BO%JFQFO  CVUUIFTFBOBMZses were also performed for new member states and
&VSPQFBODPVOUSJFTPVUTJEFUIF&6:JFMEHBQTBSFHFOFSally even larger in these countries, i.e., generally actual
ZJFMETBSFMFTTUIBOPGXBUFSMJNJUFEZJFMETBOEJO
TPNFDPVOUSJFTFWFOCFMPX:JFMEHBQBOBMZTFT
provide an insight into the scope for increasing land
QSPEVDUJWJUZJOWBSJPVTSFHJPOTJOUIF&6 CVUDBOBMTPCF
used to provide an indication of how much more could be
QSPEVDFEBUBHHSFHBUFEMFWFM3BCCJOHFBOE7BO%JFQFO
 EJEUIJTGPS&VSPQF JODMVEJOH6LSBJOFBOE3VTTJB 
and concluded that wheat production at aggregated
MFWFMIBTPOMZSFBDIFEPGJUTXBUFSMJNJUFEMFWFMT
That indicates an enormous scope for further increase
in productivity, even within the current agricultural areas
(i.e., without expanding agricultural areas).

(d) Use of Genetically Modiﬁed crops
in agriculture
%VFUPUIF&6TWFSZDPOTFSWBUJWFQPMJDZUPXBSETUIFVTF
PG(FOFUJDBMMZ.PEJàFEDSPQT BOEPSHBOJTNT UIFVTF
PG(.DSPQTJOUIF&6JTWFSZMPXDPNQBSFEUPTFWFSBM
PUIFSDPVOUSJFT 5BCMF 'JHVSFTIPXTUIFNBJO
DSPQTGPSXIJDI(.WBSJFUJFTBSFDVSSFOUMZVTFEBOEUIFJS
TIBSFJOUIFUPUBMBSFBXJUI(.DSPQT

(e) Relative cost prices of agriculture in the EU
7BSJPVTGBDUPSTBSFJNQPSUBOUUPBTTFTTJOUFSOBUJPOBM
competition: cost prices, scope to improve productivity
and efficiency from an economic point of view (including
economies of scale) and scope to improve productivity
and efficiency from an agri-environmental point of view.
For international competition the relative cost price of
producing agricultural commodities is important. The
iDBTIDPTUTuPGQSPEVDUJPOBSFJNQPSUBOUJOFTUBCMJTIJOH
competitiveness in the short-run, whereas in the longerrun also other economic costs, such as family labour,
owned land and own capital, as well as economies of
scale are relevant. Figure 4.16 presents the cash costs
for milk production, expressed per 100 kg of product
GPSTFMFDUFE&6BOEOPO&6NJMLQSPEVDFST"NPSF
comprehensive picture of cost prices and the scope to
improve these is important to assess future competitiveness of European agriculture.

Table 4.12.(MPCBMBSFBPG(FOFUJDBMMZ.PEJàFEDSPQTJOCZ
DPVOUSZ 4PVSDF*4""" 

Rank

Country

Area
(million
hectares)

Biotech crops

Bt cotton
(8%)

1*

6OJUFE
States of
"NFSJDB

54.6

Soybean, corn, cotton,
canola, squash,
papaya, alfalfa

2*

"SHFOUJOB

18.0

Soybean, corn, cotton

3*

#SB[JM

11.5

Soybean, cotton

4*

Canada

6.1

Canola. corn, soybean

5*

*OEJB

3.8

Cotton

6*

China

3.5

Cotton

7*

1BSBHVBZ



Soybean

8*

4PVUI"GSJDB

1.4

Corn, soybean, cotton

9*

6SVHVBZ

0.4

Soybean, corn

10*

1IJMJQQJOFT



Corn
Cotton

11*

"VTUSBMJB



12*

3PNBOJB

0.1

Soybean

13*

.FYJDP

0.1

Cotton, soybean

14*

Spain

0.1

Ht canola
(5%)

Ht corn
(9%)
Ht soy
(58%)

Bt corn
(16%)

Ht cotton
(4%)
4PVSDFT7BSJPVTJODMVEJOH*4""" $BOPMB$PVODJMPG$BOBEB 
$SPQ-JGF$BOBEB 64%" $4*30 "SHFO#JP
Figure 4.15.(MPCBMBSFBTTPXOVOEFS(FOFUJDBMMZ.PEJàFEDSPQT
JO 4PVSDF*4"""  #UDPSODPSOXJUIBTNBMMBNPVOU
of genetic material from the soil bacterium, Bacillus thuringiensis
UIFHFOFPGJOUFSFTUQSPEVDFTBQSPUFJOUIBULJMMT-FQJEPQUFSB
larvae, in particular, European corn borer. This is an alternative to
TQSBZJOHJOTFDUJDJEFTGPSDPOUSPMPGDPSOCPSFS)UDSPQTIFSCJDJEF
tolerant crops.

Corn

15

Colombia

< 0.1

Cotton

16

France

< 0.1

Corn

17

*SBO

< 0.1

3JDF

18

)POEVSBT

< 0.1

Corn

19

$[FDI
3FQVCMJD

< 0.1

Corn

20

1PSUVHBM

< 0.1

Corn

21

(FSNBOZ

< 0.1

Corn

22

Slovakia

< 0.1

Corn

* 14 biotech mega-countries growing 50,000 hectares, or more,
of biotech crops.
4PVSDF*4"""#SJFGm(MPCBM4UBUVTPG$PNNFSDJBMJ[FE
#JPUFDI(.$SPQT
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Figure 4.16%BJSZQSPEVDUJPOBOEJUTDBTIDPTUTJOUIF&6
BOEOPO&6DPVOUSJFT FYQSFTTFEJOéQFSLHQSPEVDUWPMVNF 
 4PVSDF#PZMF  
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4.1.4 Important drivers for
agricultural production in the EU
4.1.4.1 Introduction
3FDFOUMZUIF&VSPQFBO$PNNJTTJPODPNNJTTJPOFE
BTDFOBSJPTUVEZ 4DFOBS /PXJDLJFUBM  
that identifies and analyses the future trends and driving forces framing the European agricultural and rural
FDPOPNZXJUIBUJNFIPSJ[POPG*OUIJTSFQPSU
the exogenous (to agricultural systems) drivers were
assumed to be demographics, (macro-)economic
growth, consumer preferences, agri-technology and
XPSMENBSLFUT1PMJDZSFMBUFEESJWFSTXFSF$PNNPO
"HSJDVMUVSBM1PMJDZ NBSLFUQPMJDJFT EJSFDUQBZNFOUTBOE
rural development policy), biofuels, enlargement, WTO
and other international agreements and environmental
policies. We took these drivers as a starting point for this
section, but with some modifications. The aim of the ESF/
$045'PSXBSE-PPLJTUPEFàOFBSFTFBSDIBHFOEBGPS
the production, processing and consumption aspects of
European food systems. By definition, such a research
agenda must address strategic issues, which have a
MPOHFSUJNFIPSJ[POUIBO)FODF XFCFMJFWFDMJNBUF
change should be part of the driving factors. Further, we
combined macro-economic growth and world markets.
Consumer preferences will be dealt with separately in
another chapter of this report. Finally, we singled out
iCJPGVFMTuBTUIFZIBWFTVDIPCWJPVTJNQMJDBUJPOTGPS
agricultural production. Below we briefly discuss these
factors which play a role in the defined scenarios and are
important to arrive at a robust research agenda.
The driving forces are presented from a European
perspective in a global context. Clearly, agricultural proEVDUJPOJTOPUBNBKPSDPODFSOJOUIF&6QSFTFOUMZ"MTP 
future scenarios with respect to changes in cropland
and grassland tend to indicate major declines in areas
OFFEFEUPGFFEUIF&VSPQFBOQPQVMBUJPO 3BCCJOHFBOE
7BO-BUFTUFJKO 3PVOTFWFMMFUBM  )PXFWFS 
we assumed first that significant research investments
will be needed to realise such predicted changes, and,
secondly, that Europe also has to play a role in terms
of research and development to solve challenges at a
global scale.

4.1.4.2 Demographics
The European population is predicted to decrease from
UPNJMMJPOJOBOENJMMJPOJO 6OJUFE
/BUJPOT  XIJMFUIFNFEJBOBHFPGUIFQPQVMBUJPO
XJMMJODSFBTFESBTUJDBMMZGSPNZFBSTJOUPBOE
JOBOE SFTQFDUJWFMZ5IJTDPOUSBTUTXJUI
HMPCBMEFWFMPQNFOUT*OUIFXPSMEQPQVMBUJPOXBT
6.7 billion individuals, while this number is predicted to
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JODSFBTFUPCJMMJPOJOBOEJOUIFNFEJBO
BHFJODSFBTFTGSPNZFBSTUPBOE SFTQFDUJWFMZ
6OUJMBMNPTUPGUIFQPQVMBUJPOHSPXUIXJMM
occur in lower- and middle-income countries.
5IFTFàHVSFTJHOPSFJOXBSENJHSBUJPOGSPN"GSJDBBOE
OPO&6QBSUTPG&VSPQF$VSSFOUMZUIJTJTBEEJOHBCPVU
million per year but, while important in some countries, is
unlikely to affect the overall population decrease.

4.1.4.3 Economic growth
and world market
"DUVBMTDPQFGPSQSPEVDUJWJUZJODSFBTFPGBHSJDVMUVSF
depends on biophysical and on economic factors: prices
and total costs of production may well lead to the fact
that lower yield levels are more profitable than attainable
GSPNBCJPQIZTJDBMWJFXQPJOU"UNPSFNBDSPFDPOPNJD
MFWFM )BGOFS  GPVOEJOBHMPCBMTUVEZPGIJTUPSJDBM
cereal yields of 188 nations that productivity growth is
DPSSFMBUFEUPQFSDBQJUB(%1 OFYUUPMBUJUVEF XIJDIDPSSFTQPOETUPDMJNBUF &GGFDUTPG(%1NBZCFJOUFSSFMBUFE
with availability and affordability of inputs, perhaps presence of agricultural subsidies and the level and quality
PGSFTFBSDI FEVDBUJPOBOEFYUFOTJPO*UJTUIVTMJLFMZ
that yield gaps will become smaller in new member and
TPVUIFSONFNCFSTUBUFTPGUIF&6XIFOUIFJSQFSDBQJUB
(%1JODSFBTFT TFFBMTP'JHVSFC 
1FSDBQJUB(%1JTBMTPIJHIMZDPSSFMBUFEUPNFBU
DPOTVNQUJPO*UJTQSFEJDUFEUIBUHMPCBMDPOTVNQUJPO
PGBOJNBMGPPETNBZEPVCMFCFUXFFOBOE
4UFJOGFMEFUBM  5IJTNVDINPSFBGGFDUTUIF
demand for biomass for food through the required feed
JOQVUT %FMHBEP 4NJM  'PSJOTUBODF BO
affluent western diet, in which animal proteins have a significant share, involves a three-times larger input of grain
equivalents than the adequate vegetarian diet that is still
OPSNBMJONBOZEFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFT 1FOOJOHEF7SJFT
et al., 1995). Such developments will affect European
agriculture through a higher global demand for feed.
.BSLFUTGPSGPPEDPOTVNQUJPO JOUFSNTPGWPMVNF JO
UIFGPSNFS&6NBZXFMMCFTBUVSBUFE CVUJUTFFNT
likely markets in the new member states and other
parts of Europe will grow further, particularly because
of changes in diets and higher consumption of beef with
relatively unfavourable feed conversion coefficients.
(MPCBMDIBOHFTJOEFNPHSBQIZBOEFDPOPNJDHSPXUIXJMM
increase demand for food at a global scale. This will have
implications for Europe, the precise effect depending on
UIFEFHSFFPGMJCFSBMJTBUJPOBOEHMPCBMJTBUJPO 3PTFHSBOU
FUBM /PXJDLJFUBM 3PTFHSBOUFUBM  
but for several commodities Europe seems competitive
whereas for beef production, for example, this is not the
DBTF4USVDUVSBMDIBOHF OVNCFSBOETJ[FPGGBSNT XJMM
be a major effect of liberalisation.

4.1.4.4 Climate change
Effects of climate change are an interplay of effects of
elevated carbon dioxide concentrations, temperature,
SBJOGBMMBOEPQUJPOTGPSBEBQUBUJPOBOENJUJHBUJPO7BO
*UUFSTVNFUBM  QSPWJEFBOFYBNQMFPGBTZTUFNBUJD
analysis of each of these factors and their interaction
GPSXIFBUDSPQTJOBOBSFBJO8FTUFSO"VTUSBMJBXJUIB
.FEJUFSSBOFBODMJNBUF5IFDPNNPOEFOPNJOBUPSPG
TUVEJFT FH0MFTFOBOE#JOEJ .BSBDDIJFUBM 
 BTTFTTJOHDPOTFRVFODFTPGDMJNBUFDIBOHFPO
European agricultural production suggests that in northern regions climate change may have positive effects
on agriculture assisted through introduction of new crop
species and varieties, higher crop production (effects of
carbon dioxide and temperature rises) and expansion of
suitable areas for crop cultivation. Disadvantages may be
an increase in the need for plant protection, the risk of
nutrient leaching and the turnover of soil organic matter.
*OTPVUIFSOBSFBTEJTBEWBOUBHFTXJMMQSFEPNJOBUF5IF
possible increase in water shortage and extreme weather
events may cause lower harvestable yields, higher yield
variability and a reduction in suitable areas for traditional
DSPQT5IJTWVMOFSBCJMJUZPG.FEJUFSSBOFBOSFHJPOTJT
DPOàSNFECZ4DISÕUFSFUBM  BC 5IFRVFTtion, stressed by many authors, then is whether options
for mitigation and adaptation, particularly in southern
QBSUTPGUIF&6 BSFBEFRVBUFUPDPVOUFSCBMBODFFGGFDUT
PGDMJNBUFDIBOHF"MTP NBOZTUVEJFTEPOPUBDDPVOU
properly for the greater risks for extreme events.

TJOLESJWFO*OPUIFSXPSET ZJFMETPGSJDF BOEQSPCBCMZ
other crops) cannot be increased further through a reallocation of biomass within the crop through changing
UIFBSDIJUFDUVSFPGQMBOUTBOEDSPQT*ODSPQTXIFSF
breeding has been less prominent or with an indeterminate architecture, breeding for a different architecture
may still offer ample scope (e.g., rapeseed – Berry and
4QJOL  

4.1.4.5 Technology and research
investments

*OUIFNBKPSDFSFBMT IJHIFSMJHIUVTFFGàDJFODJFTBOE
hence photosynthesis are needed to boost yield potentials. The most prominent route proposed for rice, for
example, is to target C4 rather than C3 rice (Sheehy et
BM  #SFFEJOHGPS GPSJOTUBODF $SJDFJTQSPQPTFE
as a route that must be investigated and, if successful,
NJHIUMFBEUPZJFMEJODSFBTFTPGVQUP DPOTJEFSJOHEJGGFSFODFTJOQSPEVDUJWJUZCFUXFFONBJ[FBOESJDF
crops grown under the same conditions and with simiMBSHSPXJOHTFBTPOT 4IFFIZFUBM  'VSUIFS JU
would not only boost potential yield levels, but also be
very beneficial for water- and nitrogen-use efficiency.
)PXFWFS FWFOJGTVDDFTTGVM UVSOJOH$DSPQTJOUP$
crops will only be effective in relatively warm climates.
So for many of the temperate regions in Europe breeding
for C4 is not a viable route. Yet, we believe that from a
global perspective, some drastic breakthroughs, such
as turning C3 crops into C4 crops, are the only way we
can cope with the enormous challenge of feeding the
XPSMEXJUIBIJHIFSQPQVMBUJPO ESBTUJDJODSFBTFE
demand for livestock products and, at least presently,
demands for bio-energy. Europe has its role to play
here, both in terms of production per se, and in terms
of research capacity.

Figure 4.4 is illustrative of the results of technological
progress and development over the past decades. Some
researchers project such historical trends into the future
with slight variation under different scenarios (Ewert et
BM  5IJTFYUSBQPMBUJPOJTRVFTUJPOBCMFBOEBUMFBTU
major investments in research and development will be
required to maintain the yield increases at the levels
PCTFSWFEPWFSUIFQBTUEFDBEFT*OTFWFSBMQMBDFTJOUIF
world and in Europe we can still expect great progress
in productivity thanks to principles of the green revoluUJPOmUIFZJFMEHBQJTTUJMMFOPSNPVT 4FDUJPO
D *OPUIFSQMBDFT XIFSFZJFMETBSFVTVBMMZDMPTFSUP
the potential levels, diminishing returns of input use are
FWJEFOU3FUVSOTPOOJUSPHFOGFSUJMJTBUJPO GPSFYBNQMF 
BSFDMFBSMZEJNJOJTIJOHPSIBWFSFBDIFEBQMBUFBVZJFME
gains can only be achieved through mutual optimisation of inputs. From a genetic point of view, improved
harvest indices no longer seem a promising route to
increase yield potentials substantially (Shearman et al.,
3FZOPMETFUBM  4FWFSBMBVUIPSTBSHVFUIBU
yield potentials of cereals are source-driven rather than

:JOBOE4USVJL  DSJUJDBMMZBTTFTTTPNFPGUIF
pathways of using C4 biochemistry and physiology in
$QMBOUTUIFZBSHVFUIBUTPNFQFSTQFDUJWFTNBZMPPL
promising at a particular experimental level (short time
span and at plant or crop level with a certain leaf area
index), whereas they may not hold up when scaling up
QSPDFTTFTUPBHSPXJOHTFBTPOPSGVMMDSPQT/FHBUJWF
feedback may well compensate positive effects at micro
level. Yet, a large international consortium is currently
formed to take up the challenge of developing C4 rice,
or at the very least some alternative non-C4 possiCJMJUJFTUPSBJTFZJFMET .JUDIFMMBOE4IFFIZ  :JO
BOE4USVJL  TVHHFTUUIBUDSPQTZTUFNTCJPMPHZJT
needed to take advantage of modern functional genomics and traditional sciences (such as crop physiology
and biochemistry) in understanding and manipulating
crop phenotypes relevant to agriculture. This not only
applies to the case of C4 rice, but applies to all kinds of
breeding attempts in which genomics plays a role — the
need for scaling up such knowledge and its potentials to
the crop and cropping system level is urgent.
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The case of C4 is presented here as a complex example to make the point that trend breaks are needed to face
global challenges and that breakthroughs are needed
from biotechnology, hand in hand with progress at systems level, i.e., the field, crop, animal and production
system level. Other challenges for breeding, biotechnology and agricultural management relate to coping with
abiotic stresses, especially climate change, resistance
to biotic stresses, coping with new diseases in response
to pathogens and vectors moving in response to climate
change and transports across the globe, development of
integrated crop and livestock management systems that
efficiently cope with multiple environmental stresses.
,POJOHFUBM JOQSFTT TIPXUIBUHSPXUISBUFTPG
investments in agricultural research have declined over
UIFQBTUZFBST5IFZBMTPQPJOUPVUUIFSJTLPG
short-sighted expectations: food production at global
scale and in all developed countries has not been and
is not yet an issue of political concern. The long-term
perspectives that this may change do not affect investments in research and development at present, whereas
breakthroughs require a really long-term perspective.
$BTTNBOBOE-JTLB  BMTPQMFBEGPSSBQJEBDUJPO
to improve global targeting of research and development funds to assure an acceleration in food production
capacity while protecting natural resources and environmental quality.

4.1.4.6 Policy-related drivers
*OWBSJPVTQBSUTPGUIFXPSME BHSJDVMUVSBMQPMJDJFTJODSFBTingly evolve as integrated policies, or even become part
of integrated policies, such as for instance environmental
or rural development policy programmes. This may occur
within the larger frame of agreements on sustainable
EFWFMPQNFOU*O&VSPQFUIFTIBSFPGTPDBMMFEàSTUQJMMBS
QPMJDJFT $PNNPO"HSJDVMUVSBM1PMJDZ UIPVHITUJMMWFSZ
substantial, is decreasing at the expense of second pillar
QPMJDFT 3VSBM%FWFMPQNFOU 8JUIJOUIFàSTUQJMMBS TVCTJdies have been substantially decoupled from production
prices towards farm subsidies since the latest Common
"HSJDVMUVSBM1PMJDZSFGPSNJO BOEJUTFFNTMJLFMZUIJT
will continue. Subsidies are partly coupled to meeting
certain management requirements or conditions, for
instance related to nutrient or pest management (crossDPNQMJBODF (MPCBMMZ XJUIJOUIFGSBNFPG8PSME5SBEF
Organisation negotiations, direct support of production
is decreasing, generally in favour of other farm-based,
environmental or rural development policies. Future evolutions of policies are hard to predict and largely depend
on world views and developments. This driver therefore
recurs very prominently in the definition of scenarios (see
4FDUJPO 3FDFOUEFWFMPQNFOUTBTUPTVQQPSUJOH
biofuel production demonstrate the strong effect policies can have on agricultural production and prices (see
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below). The current increase in prices of major agricultural commodities, due to a combination of increased
demand for biofuel production, low harvests in various
parts of the world and increased demand for feed and
food from China, has already led to discussions on lowering set-aside areas, and increasing milk quota.

4.1.4.7 Energy scarcity and biofuels
3FOFXBCMFFOFSHZTPVSDFTDVSSFOUMZBDDPVOUGPSPG
UIFUPUBM&6FOFSHZDPOTVNQUJPOQSJNFTPVSDFTBSF
CJPNBTT DBPGSFOFXBCMFT XBTUFBOEIZESPUIF
DPOUSJCVUJPOGSPNTPMBSFOFSHZJTTUJMMWFSZNJOPS.PTUPG
the biomass comes from wood or wood waste and only
BWFSZTNBMMGSBDUJPO PGUIFSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZ DBNF
GSPNCJPGVFMTJO5IFUBSHFUGPSSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZ
TPVSDFTJOJT XIJDISFRVJSFTBTVCTUBOUJBMSJTF
in the use of biomass. The share of renewable electricJUZJOUIF&6XBTJOIFSFMBSHFTDBMF
IZESPQPXFSJTUIFEPNJOBOUDPOUSJCVUPS &&" B 
BOECJPNBTTDPOUSJCVUFTPOMZDB5IF&$TCJPGVFM
EJSFDUJWFBJNTBUBTIBSFPGCJPGVFMJOUPUBMGVFMGPS
USBOTQPSU USBOTQPSUFOFSHZBDDPVOUJOHGPSDBPG
UIFUPUBMFOFSHZDPOTVNQUJPOJOUIF&6 
"MMUIFTFàHVSFTQPJOUUPHSFBUQSFTTVSFPOBHSJDVMtural land to contribute to biomass production in the
OFBSGVUVSF*O UIFBHSJDVMUVSBMTFDUPSDPOUSJCVUFE
NJMMJPOUPOTPGPJMFRVJWBMFOU .U0& JODMVEJOH
CJPGVFMT TIPSUSPUBUJPOGPSFTUSZ CJPHBTBOE
VTFPGTUSBX*O NJMMJPOIBPGMBOEXFSFVTFEGPS
biofuel production. To give an indication of the possible
QSFTTVSF UIF#JPNBTT"DUJPO1MBOPGUIF&$QSPQPTFT
a number of measures to increase the production and
VTFPGCJPNBTTGPSFOFSHZVTFUPSFBDITPNF.U
0&JO &$ &&"  *UIBTCFFOFTUJNBUFE
UIBUFWFOUIFPCKFDUJWFPGSFBMJTJOHCJPGVFMPGUPUBM
GVFMTXPVMESFRVJSFDMPTFUPPGUIF&6BHSJDVMUVSBM
MBOE /PXJDLJFUBM  *OUFSOBUJPOBMMZ DMBJNTGPS
NBJ[FGPSCJPFUIBOPMJOUIF64"BSFFTUJNBUFEUPSFBDI
PGUIFNBJ[FDSPQ XIJMF*OEPOFTJBBOE.BMBZTJB 
GPSFYBNQMF BSFQMBOOJOHUPVTFPGUIFJSDVSSFOU
palm oil output for production of biodiesel, both for the
ZFBS #JPQBDU 'PPEBOE"HSJDVMUVSBM1PMJDZ
3FTFBSDI*OTUJUVUF  
*UXJMMCFJNQPSUBOUIFSFUPEJTDSJNJOBUFCFUXFFO
TIPSUUFSNQPMJDZBJNT TBZVQUP BOEMPOHFSUFSN
developments and the need to focus on other renewable
energy sources rather than biomass.
"OBMZTJTPGFOFSHZVTFFGàDJFODZPGBHSJDVMUVSF DSPQT
and feed production) around the globe indicate a fairly
MPXFGàDJFODZJOUIF&6DPNQBSFEXJUIPUIFSQBSUTPG
UIFXPSME JOQBSUJDVMBS$BOBEB "SHFOUJOBBOE UPBMFTTFS
FYUFOU 64"BOE"VTUSBMJB 4MFTTFSBOE8BMMBDF 
#POOZ $POGPSUJBOE(JBNQJFUSP  5IFPVUQVU

JOQVUSBUJPJOUIF&6XBTFTUJNBUFEBUXIFSFBT
UIBUJO"VTUSBMJB $BOBEBBOE64"XBTPOBWFSBHF
0VUQVUJOQVUSBUJPXBTNVDIIJHIFSJO"SHFOUJOB DB
10). This may indicate a relatively high vulnerability of
European agriculture to high energy prices.
For the coming 15 years or so, there will be a need to
make agriculture more energy-efficient to be competitive
internationally in the face of high energy prices and to
manage its contribution to greenhouse gas emissions.
"UUIFTBNFUJNF BHSJDVMUVSFXJMMGBDFJNQMJDBUJPOTPG
high demands for biomass production for bio-energy,
at least in the short and medium term, until alternative
and more efficient renewable energy sources have been
sufficiently developed and made economically attractive.
First generation bio-energy technology will compete
directly with food and feed, whereas second generation bio-energy might compete (also) with soil fertility
as waste and residue products are the prime source
for this technique.

4.1.5 The three questions
*OUIJTTFDUJPOXFSFMBUFUIFJOGPSNBUJPOPODVSSFOUBHSJDVMUVSBMQSPEVDUJPO 4FDUJPOm5BCMF BOEUIF
drivers (Section 4.1.4 – Table 4.13 below) to the three
overarching questions presented in the introduction
PGUIJTQBQFS"TJOEJDBUFE BOTXFSJOHUIFRVFTUJPOT
is equivalent to speculation, due to uncertainties as to
exogenous drivers, but we will hint at evident trends and
indicate what kind of analysis and information is needed
UPBOTXFSUIFUISFFRVFTUJPOT"TDFOBSJPBQQSPBDI BT
presented in the final section, assists in further investigating the three questions.
1. Will there be substantial changes in agricultural
resource use in Europe as a consequence of intensified production systems and policies on energy security/
diversity?
*UJTMJLFMZUIBUJOUFOTJàDBUJPOJO&VSPQFBOBHSJDVMUVSF
XJMMDPOUJOVF"TBDPOTFRVFODF TPNFBSFBTDVSSFOUMZ
producing food crops and animals will come out of food
production, i.e., less land will be needed in Europe for
GPPEQSPEVDUJPOJOUIFEFDBEFTUPDPNF 3BCCJOHFBOE
7BO-BUFTUFJKO 3PVOTFWFMMFUBM  "UUIF
same time the demand for biomass to produce biofuel
XJMMJODSFBTFMBOEUIBUNJHIUCFSFWFSUFEUPGPSFTUBOE
or recreational space may be used for this. The degree
of land abundance for food production and reversion to
biomass production for biofuel will largely depend on
QPMJUJDBMDIPJDFTXJUIJOUIF&6 FH RVPUBTZTUFNT TFU
aside policies and subsidies on biomass for biofuel) that
also intervene with technological development and the

Table 4.13.3FMBUJWFJNQPSUBODFPGUIFESJWFSTPOUIFUISFF
questions underlying this chapter on future scenarios for food
production activities

Driver

2VFTUJPO

2VFTUJPO

Demographics

×

.BSLFUTBOE
economic growth

×

2VFTUJPO

Climate change

×

Technology
and research

×

×

×

1PMJDZEFWFMPQNFOU

×

×

×

Energy scarcity
and biofuels

×

×

×

BDUVBMVTFPGOFXUFDIOPMPHJFT*OUIFTIPSUUPNFEJVN
term, biomass production for bio-energy will have subTUBOUJBMFGGFDUTPOMBOEVTF(JWFOJUTJOUFOTJUZ &VSPQFBO
BHSJDVMUVSFJTGBJSMZTVTDFQUJCMFUPIJHIFSFOFSHZQSJDFT
it will have to become more energy efficient. Clearly,
data as shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 show there is
ample scope for a more resource-use efficient, yet intensive agriculture. Finally, shortage of water for irrigated
BHSJDVMUVSFJOUIF.FEJUFSSBOFBOSFHJPODPNCJOFEXJUI
warming in northern latitudes will result in production
of some high-value horticultural and vegetable crops
moving north.
8JMMDIBOHFTJOHMPCBMGPPENBSLFUT SFTVMUJOH GPS
FYBNQMF GSPNJOEVTUSJBMJTBUJPOJO$IJOB *OEJBBOE4PVUI
"NFSJDB FOFSHZTFDVSJUZQPMJDJFTJOUIF64" BOEDMJNBUFDIBOHFJOTVC4BIBSBO"GSJDB SFTVMUJODIBOHFE
production systems in Europe?
(MPCBMMZ JUTFFNTWFSZMJLFMZUIFSFXJMMCFIJHIFS
demand for food and non-food production from European
agriculture. There are three reasons for this: (1) popuMBUJPOHSPXUIJOEFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFT  FDPOPNJD
development and its effect on consumption of animal
QSPUFJOT  JODSFBTJOHEFNBOETGPSOPOGPPEQSPEVDUJPO*ODSFBTFEEFNBOEGPSGPPECZ$IJOBJTBMSFBEZ
BGGFDUJOHXPSMEUSBEFUIJTJTMJLFMZUPDPOUJOVF*O*OEJB
the situation is different because of a greater focus by
UIFHPWFSONFOUPOTFMGSFMJBODF5IFTXJUDIUPNBJ[F
production for biofuel has had a short-term effect on
markets but the longer-term consequences are uncertain, given that more land may come back into production
as a consequence of higher cereal prices. The proximity
PG&VSPQFUP"GSJDBJTMJLFMZUPIBWFFGGFDUTPO&VSPQFBO
QSPEVDUJPO FTQFDJBMMZJGUIF64"VTFTDFSFBMTUIBUIBWF
IJTUPSJDBMMZHPOFUP"GSJDBEVSJOHUJNFTPGGBNJOF5IF
degree to which such issues will manifest themselves will
be highly dependent on global developments, political
choices and precise demographics.
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1SPEVDUJPOQPUFOUJBMTBSFUIFSF CPUIBU&VSPQFBO
FH3BCCJOHFBOE7BO%JFQFO  BOEHMPCBMMFWFM
1FOOJOHEF7SJFTFUBM  CVUUIFJSFYQMPJUBUJPO
requires significant investments to overcome yield gaps
and improve resource-use efficiencies. European agriculture is typified by a high number of very small farms.
1BSUMZBTBSFTVMUPGUIJT JUTDPTUQSJDFTFFNTUPCF
relatively high. Comparative analyses of international
cost prices of major agricultural commodities seem
scarce. Such analyses would be even more useful when
extended with negative and positive externalities associBUFEXJUIUIFQSPEVDUJPO"DPNQBSJTPOPGDPTUQSJDFT
and a systematic life cycle analysis of agricultural goods
across the globe would be helpful to reveal optimum
production systems (optimum from various perspectives
related to sustainable development) under patterns of
globalisation and regionalisation. That in turn can provide
a basis for policy development.
3. Will new technologies be adopted, in Europe or elseXIFSF UIBUSFTVMUJOiCFTUuNFUIPETPGGPPEQSPEVDUJPO 
enhanced environmental management and healthy
foods?
"OTXFSJOHUIJTRVFTUJPOWFSZNVDIEFQFOETPOIPX
new technologies are defined, but overall the question
NVTUCFBOTXFSFEQPTJUJWFMZ/FXUFDIOPMPHJFTJOUFSNT
of new cultivars, integrated crop-, water-, nutrient- and
pest-management practices are continuously adopted.
*GOFXUFDIOPMPHJFTSFGFSUPHFOFUJDBMMZNPEJàFEDSPQT
or organisms, it is obviously a political choice driven by
public opinion that determines their adoption. Evidently,
pressure for adoption of genetically modified organisms (and hence changing European policies as to this
subject) will increase.
/FXDVMUJWBSTXJUIEVSBCMFEJTFBTFSFTJTUBODFBSF
CFJOHEFWFMPQFE"TJHOJàDBOUJNQBDUPGHFOPNJDTPO
UIJTJOàFMEQSPEVDUJPOJTTPNFZFBSTBXBZ#FUUFS
nutrient and water management will increasingly be
adopted, especially if energy costs push fertiliser costs
IJHIFS1VCMJDQPMJDZSFRVJSFNFOUTGPSTVTUBJOBCJMJUZBOE
biodiversity will ensure that new technologies need to be
EFWFMPQFEUPBDIJFWFUIFQPMJDZHPBMT(FOFUJDNPEJàcation is only one of several technologies that will play
a role here. The precise type of new technologies may
differ between future developments towards either furUIFSHMPCBMJTBUJPOPSSFHJPOBMJTBUJPO*OUIFGPSNFSDBTF 
emphasis may be more on high-tech and resource-use
efficiency, whereas in the latter case prevention of local
emissions may be a prominent objective.
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4.1.6 The Forward Look scenarios
coloured for agricultural production
The four scenarios that have been defined in the ESF/
$045'PSXBSE-PPLXFSFOBNFEBGUFSUIFCVUUPOTPG
a tape recorder: what could happen to European food
TZTUFNTJGXFQSFTTUIFCVUUPOiGBTUGPSXBSEu iQBVTFu 
iSFXJOEuPSiQMBZu 5IFBTTVNQUJPOCFIJOEUIJTBQQSPBDI
is that it provides a means of identifying a research
agenda which anticipates discontinuities, considers
wider contextual developments, and is relevant to the
design of policy concerning European food systems (see
Chapter 3 by Wilkinson et al.). The four scenarios are
related to the driving forces described in Section 4.1.4, in
particular to the drivers on economic growth and global
markets and policy development. Below we attempt to
DIBSBDUFSJTF iDPMPVSu UIFGPVSTDFOBSJPTCZEFTDSJCJOH
their possible implications for agricultural production.
This is a highly speculative exercise, but it is relevant
to keep in mind that its purpose is not to predict any
future, but to map the uncertainties within which a robust
research agenda must be drafted.

Scenario A
Fast Forward (Continuing 2007 for another
20 years)
6OEFSUIJTTDFOBSJPUIFSFJTBTUSPOHDPOUJOVBUJPOPG
JOUFOTJàDBUJPOPGBHSJDVMUVSBMQSPEVDUJPOGBSNJOHTZTUFNT
will further specialise (separation of different production
sectors on-farm, but at higher levels they may well mix)
BOETDBMFVQJOTJ[F$VSSFOUUSFOETXJMMDPOUJOVFBOE
agricultural production will concentrate in areas and
regions where this can be done in the most efficient
way (efficient mostly from an economic perspective).
3FTPVSDFVTFFGàDJFODZXJMMCFBLFZDPODFQUIFSF CVU
it is likely resource use will be expressed predominantly
in monetary terms. Systems may well be vulnerable to
large-scale epidemics because of a globalising agriculture with large trade flows and a narrowing of the set
PGDVMUJWBSTPSWBSJFUJFTJOVTF*OUIJTTDFOBSJP JUTFFNT
likely that much land will be freed up for other purposes
than food production due to a high productivity.

Scenario B
Pause (Globalising markets and higher
perception of risk)
*OUIJTTDFOBSJP TPDJFUZSFTQPOETBDUJWFMZUPQFSDFJWFE
risks, which can be of various kinds (environmental,
social and economic) as a result of global drivers such
as climate change, large-scale epidemics, obesity and
SFTPVSDFEFQMFUJPOBOETDBSDJUZ5IFOFFEGPSiUSVTUu
in the food system is crucial. This probably results in
higher cost prices because of a focus on more (quality)
DPOUSPMJOGPPEQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNT1FPQMFXJMMCFNVDI

more cautious about what they eat and drink. Tracking
and tracing, supported through life-cycle assessments,
give incentives to efficient, yet low-risk production systems. This has enormous implications for the entire food
chain, including processing, packaging, retailing and
DPOTVNQUJPO"MTPJOUIJTTDFOBSJPJUJTTUJMMMJLFMZUIBUJO
several parts of the world (including Europe) land can
CFGSFFEVQGSPNGPPEQSPEVDUJPOQVSQPTFT3FTPVSDF
use efficiency will be approached from multiple angles,
OPUKVTUFDPOPNJD/FUFGGFDUTPOCJPEJWFSTJUZNBZXFMM
be positive, as agriculture is concentrated on relatively
small areas.

Scenario C
Rewind (Global crisis, act local)
"HSJDVMUVSBMGPPEQSPEVDUJPOXJMMSFHJPOBMJTF5SBEFBOE
transport flows decrease and people prefer food from
within the region (which can still be fairly large, but generally food comes from the same continent). Seasonality
of availability of products will increase and there will be
MFTTEJWFSTJUZ"MTPFOPSNPVTFGGPSUTXJMMCFOFFEFEUP
prevent local food shortages (not so much in Europe but
JO GPSJOTUBODF QBSUTPG"TJB "TJO4DFOBSJP# USVTUJO
the food system is important and this is achieved through
a combination of extensive tracking and tracing and local
QSPEVDUJPO'PPENJMFTXJMMCFMPXGPPETFMGTVGàDJFODZ
of regions is an important aim and protectionism preWBJMT1SPEVDUJPOEPFTOPUUBLFQMBDFJOUIFNPTUTVJUBCMF
places nor in the most efficient way. Food production
will require much more land than in the previous scenarios, which has implications for other functions of land.
"MTP PWFSBMMSFTPVSDFVTFFGàDJFODJFTXJMMEFDSFBTF
3FRVJSFNFOUPGBHSJDVMUVSBMMBCPVSJTNVDIIJHIFSJOUIJT
TDFOBSJP BOETDFOBSJP% UIBOTDFOBSJPT"BOE#

Scenario D
Play (Regionalised markets and low
perception of risk)
The assumption in this scenario is that production systems with low use of external inputs will prevail. This
could be organic production or a Tuscany-type of agriculture. Certainly on a hectare basis energy use will be
relatively low, though this may be less evident for the
entire sector. For most resources their use efficiency
XJMMCFSFMBUJWFMZMPXJOUIJTTDFOBSJP-PDBMMZ CJPEJWFSTJUZ
NBZCFOFàUGSPNUIJTUZQFPGQSPEVDUJPOHMPCBMMZ GPPE
production will require much more land than in Scenarios
"BOE#BOEUIJTJTBUUIFFYQFOTFPGOBUVSFDPOTFSWBUJPO
and land available for, for example, biomass production.
"HSPCJPEJWFSTJUZ JF UIFQPPMPGHFOFTVTFEJOBHSJcultural cultivars, varieties and breeds) will be relatively
IJHI.VMUJGVODUJPOBMUZQFTPGBHSJDVMUVSFXJMMQSPCBCMZ
flourish. Trust in food is less of an issue in this scenario
than in the previous – it is mainly obtained through the

assumption that organic and locally-grown food is safe.
1SPEVDUJPONFUIPETBSFSFMBUJWFMZMBCPVSJOUFOTJWFJO
this scenario.
"DIBSBDUFSJTUJDPGUIFTDFOBSJPBQQSPBDIBTBQQMJFE
here is that it seeks answers to predominantly reacUJWFEFWFMPQNFOUT*OPUIFSXPSET JUEPFTOPUGPDVT
on shaping the future of food production systems by
actively formulating policies, measures or allocating
SFTFBSDIGVOETUPSFBDIBQBSUJDVMBSFOE*GTPEFTJSFE
by society, areas for agricultural production and means
PGBHSJDVMUVSBMQSPEVDUJPODBOGVMàMWBSJPVTSPMFT"QBSU
from delivering food, they can also have a recreational
function, support the conservation of biodiversity, or be
BTVQQMJFSPGCJPFOFSHZ.PSFPWFS TQFDJàDUBSHFUTDPVME
also be formulated as to the function of agriculture as a
source of food. Foods with improved sensory properties
could be targeted, or more importance could also be
attached to the production of foods with health-promoting components, and breeding could be supported
to achieve this.
*OSFUSPTQFDU XFGFFMUIBUUIFTDFOBSJPBQQSPBDI
BQQMJFEJOUIJT&4'$045'PSXBSE-PPLIBTOPUTVGficiently opened up our analysis of possible future
developments in food production activities. Some of the
assumptions ascribed to the scenarios seem arbitrary
and lack scientific underpinning, e.g., the proposition
that low-input or high-input agriculture have particular implications or that society would become highly
perceptive to eventual perceived risks of various kinds
(environmental, social and economic) and act on that.
By contrast, recent history has shown that although
consumers react immediately and violently to the occurrence of a food scare, for instance bovine spongiform
encephalopathy (BSE), they usually return to their trusted
behaviour, a process that is facilitated by providing the
public with proper information.

4.1.7 Towards a research agenda
Based on Sections 4.1.3-4.1.5, we suggest the following
research topics are robust to the differences between the
GPVSTDFOBSJPT*OPUIFSXPSET XFFYQFDUUIFTFSFTFBSDI
topics to be relevant in any of the four future scenarios
and hence in any imaginable future.
The five research topics below have the purpose: (1) to
better understand the pros and cons of the present systems from an integrated perspective, while adequately
accounting for different scales and economic, environNFOUBMBOETPDJBMBTQFDUT  UPJODSFBTFSFTPVSDFVTF
efficiencies such that yield levels at fixed levels of
resources can be lifted (or the same yield levels can be
BDIJFWFEXJUIMFTTJOQVU   UPMJGUQPUFOUJBMZJFMEMFWFMT
(4) to adapt the layout and management of production
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systems, at different levels of scales, to mitigate factors
PGHMPCBMDIBOHF  UPEFTJHOBOEEFWFMPQQSPEVDUJPO
systems that have dual purposes in terms of food and
feed production, bio-energy, biodiversity, landscape and
resource conservation. The proposed topics 3 and 4 can
be understood in the frame of the production ecological
DPODFQU 7BO*UUFSTVNBOE3BCCJOHF  BDPODFQU
that discriminates between yield defining, limiting and
reducing factors.
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Concretely, we propose the following overarching
research topics:

"OEFSTFO & #&MCFSTFO '(PEFTDIBMLBOE%
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and farm typologies as a basis for assessments
in a changing policy environment. Journal of
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FOFSHZ "'SFODIDBTFTUVEZAgricultural Systems
43: 51-66.
#PZMF (  Competitiveness concerns at the
production and processing level: the example
of the dairy sector*O8PSLTIPQPO&OIBODJOH
$PNQFUJWFOFTTJOUIF"HSPGPPETFDUPSNBLJOH
QPMJDJFTXPSL7JMOJVT -JUIVBOJB
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for all: realistic or foolish? Biofuels, Bioproducts
and Bioreﬁning
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use in agriculture: an international comparison.
Agriculture, Ecosystems & Environment
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agriculture. Agricultural Systems
%FMHBEP $-  3JTJOHDPOTVNQUJPOPGNFBUBOE
milk in developing countries has created a new food
revolution. Journal of Nutrition 133: 3907S-3901S.
%PPSFOCPT +BOE"),BTTBN   Yield
response to water'"0JSSJHBUJPOBOEESBJOBHF
QBQFSOP 'PPEBOE"HSJDVMUVSF0SHBOJ[BUJPOPG
UIF6OJUFE/BUJPOT 3PNF *UBMZ
&$  Communication from the Commission to
the Council and the European Parliament, Indicators
for the Integration of Environmental Concerns into
the common agricultural policy$0.  àOBM
&$  Biomass Action Plan. Communication from
the Commission. European Commission, Brussels.

1. Characterisation of production systems with respect
to productivity and efficiency, environmental impact
and socioeconomic implications at different scales:
integrated assessment of agricultural systems at field,
farm, regional and global level (including life cycle
analysis: all aspects of production, transport and
DPOTVNQUJPO 
&OIBODFNFOUPGSFTPVSDFVTFFGàDJFODZ WJ[PGXBUFS 
GFSUJMJTFSBOEFOFSHZ (SFHPSZFUBM  BUEJGGFSFOU
MFWFMT
"TTFTTNFOUPGUIFQPTTJCJMJUJFTUPTUSFUDIUIFZJFME
potential further (both to make it possible to achieve
higher potential yields and to achieve intermediate
ZJFMEMFWFMTiNPSFFBTJMZu JF XJUIMFTTJOQVUPSFGGPSU 
TFF4FDUJPO 
4. Determination of proper adaptation strategies of production systems at different scales, i.e. field, farm and
land use level, with respect to global changes: this
refers to climate change, greater risks for epidemics in
livestock production sectors, for example, sudden and
perhaps temporary rises in demand for agricultural
products such as presently with demand for biofuels
TFF4FDUJPOBOE 
5. Development of production systems with higher dual
contributions, i.e., to both food production and aims
such as bio-energy (for example, when second generation techniques become available and residues
can be used for this, the trade-off between soil fertility
and bio-energy may become urgent), landscape and
biodiversity values, etc. (Section 4.1.4.7).
We strongly advocate a follow-up to this ESF/COST
'PSXBSE-PPLUIBUUBLFTBXJEFSQFSTQFDUJWFXJUIBO
integrated scenario analysis not only based on current
drivers but also on societal aims and ambitions that a
dedicated research agenda could help to realise.
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EFUBJMFEEBUBPG5BCMF

-BOEVTFBOEPVUQVUJOEJGGFSFOUSFHJPOTJO&VSPQFCBTFEPO&6TUBUJTUJDTVQUP
Region

Agricultural area (2004)

Number

Name

Country

1 000 ha
per MS

1

Nordic

Finland



Sweden

3 153

% of agricultural area

1 000 ha
per region

% of land
per MS

% of land
per region

Arable1
(2005)
per MS

Arable1
(2005)
per
region

5 407

7

7

99

93

7

90

/PSXBZ
2

British Isles

*SFMBOE
6OJUFE,JOHEPN

3

4

Western

Mediterranean

61



68

70

Denmark







France



54



(FSNBOZ



48

70

-VYFNCPVSH



50

46

/FUIFSMBOET





46

38

40

1 394



61



66

57

Cyprus

158

(SFFDF

3 960

30

*UBMZ

13159

44

53

10

30

85

3 819



38

Spain



50

49

"VTUSJB





39

39





3 631



46

50

75

75

1PSUVHBM
Alpine



17069

Belgium

.BMUB

5

4 307

46355

17

45

64

51

70

4XJU[FSMBOE
6

North Eastern

$[FDI3FQVCMJD

16301



76

Slovakia

1 935

39

70

Bulgaria

5 331

)VOHBSZ



63

77

3PNBOJB



60

63

Slovenia

491



Estonia

770

1PMBOE
7

8

South Eastern

Baltic



5 017

48

17



56

35


71

-BUWJB





63

-JUIVBOJB



40

66

EU-27

&6







EU-15

&6



40

40
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66

61
57
1





57

Cyprus, Bulgaria,
3PNBOJBEBUB

Horticulture
Perm.1
crops
(2005)
per MS

Perm.1
crops
(2005)
per
region

Perm.1
pasture
(2005)
per MS

Perm.1
pasture
(2005)
per
region

Horticulture 2
(2001-2004)
per MS

0

0

1

7

0.7

0

10

Irrigable area
Horticulture 2
(2001-2004)
per region
0.5

0.3

Irrigable
area (2005)
per MS

Organic farming
Irrigable
area (2005)
per region 3

Organic
farming
(2003)
per MS

Organic
farming
(2003)
per
region

4.4

7.1

10.5

70500
167 000

13.0

117 140
0

0

0








60
3

37

0.7

31

0

1.0



0.8
5.1

1.6

0.7



10.0

1.7

0

8

0.5





4

34

1.7





1



1.0

4.3

1



1.8






40


1



5.1


14.8

10.9

3.4

4.3





45850

0.1

30

0

33.1

1 593 780



17

30

10.8



8.0

10

0

3.4



0.0



40

6.3

616 970







8.1

3 765 130



4.6





56

56

0.7

0.7



3.7

10.1

10.1

1







1.0



47030

1.6

7.0

1.6





3.6



0.3

1



1.1

180 140



3

3

4



3.5

3.6

111 600

4.1

0.1

18

3.8





3

33

3.7

808 370

0.3

6

60

1.7

4 430

3

1

1







4.3



0.1

5.4

1

36

1.6

790

1.6

1

31





0.9

7
9

9

34

0.7

1.8



4.3

4.3

3.4

3.4

34

4.7

4.7





2

3 to 4 year average

3

some countries no data
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"SFBVOEFSBSBCMFDSPQT IB CZDSPQ  4PVSDF&VSPTUBU &VSPTUBU C&VSPTUBU D
Wheat

Rye

Barley

Oats

Corn

Potatoes

Sugar
beet

Silage
maize

Belgium



1

39

.



67

88

167

Czech Republic

863

59

469

59

88

36

71



Denmark

675



707

61

.

41

50

130

Germany

3 101



1 974



454



439



Estonia

76

9



34

.



0

1

Greece

839

10

90

43



36

33

4

Spain



91

3 170

477

480

98

103

90

France



33





1 796

157

384

1 451

Ireland

103

0

183



0

13

30

0



3

307

147

1 194

73





5

.

.

0

.

6

.

.

Italy
Cyprus
Latvia

166



138

54

.

46

14

2

Lithuania

355

56



53

1

69



14



1

9



0

1

0



1 173

45

331

69



31



103

.

.

.

.

.



.

.

Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands

139

3

48





165

98



Austria



46

191

30

179



45

76

Poland



1 550

1 014





713





189



13

57

135

48

8

108

Portugal
Slovenia



1

15



46

7

5



Slovakia

369

33





147



35

96

Finland









.



30

.

404



393



.

31

48

5

United
Kingdom

1 994

4

1 006

122

0

147

154

117

Bulgaria

1 040

9



43

383

31

1

30

Sweden

Romania
EU-27















34









10116





4 751

Data from previous year
Source: Eurostat.
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Appendix 3
3FHJPOBMXBUFSBCTUSBDUJPOSBUFTGPSBHSJDVMUVSF NJMMJPON3ZFBS EVSJOH
0 - 50
50 - 100
100 - 500
500 - 1000
> 1000
No data
Non EU-15
NUTS region (*)
(*) NUTS 1: UK.
NUTS 2: AT, BE, DE, GR, IT,
LU, NL & PT.
NUTS 3: DK, FI, FR, IE,
ES & SE.
NUTS = Nomenclature
of territorial units for
statistics.
© EuroGeographics
Association for the
administrative boundaries.

5IFNBQJMMVTUSBUFTUIF*3&/"TVCJOEJDBUPSUIBU
estimates regional water abstraction rates for agriculture, calculated by weighting national reported water
abstraction rates by regional irrigable area. The 41
regions with the highest use of water for agricultural
purposes (more than 500 million m3/year) are all located
JOTPVUIFSO&VSPQF6OJUFE,JOHEPNFTUJNBUJPOTBSF
based on 1997 data for irrigable area and reported water
BCTUSBDUJPOSBUFT*SFMBOE -VYFNCPVSHBOE(FSNBOZ
EPOPUQSPWJEFEBUBPOJSSJHBCMFBSFBGPS/654SFHJPOT
4PVSDF&&" 0&$% &VSPTUBU 
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Appendix 4
'BSNHBUF/TVSQMVTFTJOSFMBUJPOUPQSPEVDUJPOJOUFOTJUZ
Flemish dairy farms in 1989-1990 (solid circles) and in
BOE PQFODJSDMFT %VUDIFYQFSJNFOUBMGBSNT
PSGBSNHSPVQT USJBOHMFT *TPRVBOUTPGFDPFGàDJFODZ
R MNJMLLH/TVSQMVT  4PVSDF/FWFOTFUBM 

600

q=20

q=15

A

B

550
500
q=40

450

N surplus (kg ha-1)

400
350
300

q=60



C
q=110


150

C

100
50
0

Production intensity (l milk ha -1)
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